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UNIVERSAL PROPERTIES OF BICATEGORIES OF
POLYNOMIALS
CHARLES WALKER
Abstract. We establish the universal properties of the bicategory of polyno-
mials, considering both cartesian and general morphisms between these poly-
nomials. A direct proof of these universal properties would be impractical due
to the complicated coherence conditions arising from polynomial composition;
however, in this paper we avoid most of these coherence conditions using the
properties of generic bicategories.
In addition, we give a new proof of the universal properties of the bicategory
of spans, and also establish the universal properties of the bicategory of spans
with invertible 2-cells; showing how these properties may be used to describe
the universal properties of polynomials.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are interested in two constructions on suitable categories E : the
bicategory of spans Span (E) as introduced by Bénabou [2], and the bicategory of
polynomials Poly (E) as introduced by Gambino and Kock [9], and further studied
by Weber [20] (all to be reviewed in Section 2). Here we wish to study the universal
properties of these constructions; that is, for an arbitrary bicategory C we wish to
know what it means to give a pseudofunctor Span (E)→ C or Poly (E)→ C .
In the case of spans, these results have already been established. In particular,
given any category E with pullbacks, one can form a bicategory denoted Span (E)
whose objects are those of E and 1-cells are diagrams in E of the form below
•
s
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
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called spans. The universal property of this construction admits a simple descrip-
tion since for every morphism f in E we have adjunctions
•
id
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
⊣
•
f
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ id

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
in Span (E), and these adjunctions generate all of Span (E).
Indeed, it was proven by Hermida [10, Theorem A.2] that composing with the
canonical embedding E →֒ Span (E) describes an equivalence
pseudofunctors Span (E)→ C
Beck pseudofunctors E → C
where a pseudofunctor FΣ : E → C is Beck if for every morphism f in E the 1-
cell FΣf has a right adjoint F∆f in C (such an FΣ is also known as a sinister
pseudofunctor), and if the induced pair of pseudofunctors
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C
satisfy a Beck-Chevalley condition. A natural question to then ask is what these sin-
ister pseudofunctors correspond to when the Beck–Chevalley condition is dropped.
This question was solved by Dawson, Paré, and Pronk [5, Theorem 2.15] who
showed that composing with the canonical embedding describes an equivalence
gregarious functors Span (E)→ C
sinister pseudofunctors E → C
where gregarious functors are the adjunction preserving normal1 oplax functors.
An important special case of this is when C = Cat, where one may consider
sinister pseudofunctors E → Cat, or equivalently cosinister2 pseudofunctors Eop →
Cat. In this case we recover the equivalence
gregarious functors Span (E)→ Cat
bifibrations over E
Note also that on Cat/E there is a KZ pseudomonad ΓE for opfibrations and a
coKZ pseudomonad ΥE for fibrations. This yields (via a pseudo-distributive law)
the pseudomonad ΓEΥE for bifibrations satisfying the Beck–Chevalley condition [17]
(also known as fibrations with sums). The above equivalence then restricts to
pseudofunctors Span (E)→ Cat
fibrations with sums over E
An archetypal example of this is the codomain fibration over E corresponding to
the canonical pseudofunctor Span (E)→ Cat defined by
T
s
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
X Y
7→ E/X
∆s // E/T
Σt // E/Y
where for every morphism f in E , the functor Σf denotes composition with f , and
the functor ∆f denotes pulling back along f .
When considering polynomials it is convenient to assume some extra structure
on E . In particular, we will take E to be a category with finite limits, such that for
each morphism f in E the “pullback along f” functor ∆f has a right adjoint Πf .
For such a category E (known as a locally cartesian closed category) one can form a
1Here “normal” means the unit constraints are invertible.
2Here “cosinister” means arrows are sent to right adjoint 1-cells instead of left adjoint 1-cells.
This is the F∆ of such a pair FΣ-F∆.
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bicategory denoted Poly (E) whose objects are those of E and 1-cells are diagrams
in E of the form below
•
s
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
p
// •
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
called polynomials3. One can also form a bicategory Polyc (E) with the same
objects and 1-cells by being more restrictive on the 2-cells (that is, only taking
“cartesian” morphisms of polynomials).
The purpose of this paper is to describe the universal properties of these two
bicategories of polynomials.
Similar to the case of spans, the universal property of Poly (E) admits a simple
description since for every morphism f in E we have adjunctions
(1.1)
•
id
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
id // •
f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
⊣
•
f
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
id // •
id

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
⊣
•
id
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
f
// •
id

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
in Poly (E), and these adjunctions generate all of Poly (E) (to be shown in Propo-
sition 25). Using this fact, we show that in the case of polynomials with general
2-cells, composition with the embedding E →֒ Poly (E) describes the equivalence
(1.2)
pseudofunctors Poly (E)→ C
DistBeck pseudofunctors E → C
where a pseudofunctor FΣ : E → C is DistBeck if for every morphism f in E the
1-cell FΣf has two successive right adjoints F∆f and FΠf (such an FΣ is called a
2-sinister pseudofunctor), and if the induced triple of pseudofunctors
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , FΠ : E → C
satisfies the earlier Beck-Chevalley condition on the pair FΣ and F∆, in addition to
a “distributivity condition” on the pair FΣ and FΠ. Forgetting the distributivity
condition yields the notion of a 2-Beck pseudofunctor, so that (1.2) may be seen as
a restriction of an equivalence
gregarious functors Poly (E)→ C
2-Beck pseudofunctors E → C
Similar to earlier, an important special case of this is when C = Cat, where one
recovers the equivalence
gregarious functors Poly (E)→ Cat
fibrations with sums and products over E
Note also that on Fib (E) there is a KZ pseudomonad ΣE for fibrations with
sums, and a coKZ pseudomonad ΠE for fibrations with products. This yields (via a
pseudo-distributive law) a pseudomonad ΣEΠE for fibrations with sums and prod-
ucts which satisfy a distributivity condition [17]. Here we recover the equivalence
pseudofunctors Poly (E)→ Cat
distributive fibrations with sums and products over E
3The bicategory of polynomials can be defined on any category E with pullbacks [20]; however,
we will assume local cartesian closure for simplicity.
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The codomain fibration is again an archetypal example of this, with the correspond-
ing canonical pseudofunctor Poly (E)→ Cat being defined by
E
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
I J
7→ E/I
∆s // E/E
Πp
// E/B
Σt // E/J
which is how one assigns a polynomial to a polynomial functor.
Another example of this situation is given by taking E to be a regular lo-
cally cartesian closed category. In this case we have the 2-Beck pseudofunctor
Sub: E → Cat which sends a morphism f : X → Y in E to the existential quan-
tifier ∃f : Sub (X) → Sub (Y ) mapping subobjects of X to those of Y , which has
the two successive right adjoints ∆f “pullback along f” and ∀f “universal quan-
tification at f”, thus giving a gregarious functor Poly (E) → Cat defined by the
assignment
E
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
I J
7→ Sub (I)
∆s // Sub (E)
∀p
// Sub (B)
∃t // Sub (J)
The distributivity condition here then amounts to asking that E satisfies the internal
axiom of choice.
With only cartesian morphisms we do not have the adjunctions on the right in
(1.1) since the units and counits of such adjunctions are not cartesian in general,
thus making the universal property of Polyc (E) more complicated to state. The
universal property of this construction is described as an equivalence
pseudofunctors Polyc (E)→ C
DistBeck triple E → C
where a DistBeck triple E → C is a triple of pseudofunctors
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , F⊗ : E → C
such FΣf ⊣ F∆f for all morphisms f in E , with a Beck–Chevalley condition sat-
isfied for the pair FΣ and F∆, for which F∆ and F⊗ are related via invertible
Beck–Chevalley coherence data (as we do not have adjunctions F∆f ⊣ F⊗f this
data does not come for free and must be given instead, subject to suitable coherence
axioms), such that the pair FΣ and F⊗ satisfy a distributivity condition as before
4.
There are also weakened versions of the universal property of Polyc (E) which arise
from dropping these conditions.
An example of this is given by taking E to be the category of finite sets FinSet
and C to be the 2-category of small categories Cat. Taking (A,⊗, I) to be a
symmetric monoidal category such that A has finite coproducts, we can assign to
any finite set n the category An and to any morphism f : m→ n the functors
lanf : A
m → An, (ai : i ∈ m) 7→
(
Σx∈f−1(j) ax : j ∈ n
)
(−) ◦ f : An → Am, (aj : j ∈ n) 7→
(
af(i) : i ∈ m
)
⊗f : A
m → An, (ai : i ∈ m) 7→
(
⊗x∈f−1(j) ax : j ∈ n
)
This gives the data of a Beck triple (that is a DistBeck triple without requiring the
distributivity condition). The distributivity condition here holds precisely when
the functor X ⊗ (−) : A → A preserves finite coproducts for all X ∈ A.
The reader should note that proving the universal properties concerning the
polynomial construction is much more complex than that of the span construction.
4The distributivity data need not be given as it may be constructed using the F∆-F⊗ Beck
coherence data and the adjunctions FΣf ⊣ F∆f .
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This is since composition of polynomials is significantly more complicated; this is
especially evident in calculations involving associativity of polynomial composition
being respected by an oplax or pseudofunctor, or calculations involving horizontal
composition of general polynomial morphisms.
Fortunately, we are able to avoid these calculations to some extent. This is done
by exploiting the fact that both Span (E) and Polyc (E) are “generic bicategories”
[18], that is a bicategory A with the property that each composition functor
◦X,Y,Z : AY,Z ×AX,Y → AX,Z
admits generic factorisations. The main result of [18] shows that oplax functors out
of such bicategories admit a much simpler description; thus allowing for a simple
description of oplax functors out Span (E) and Polyc (E). A problem here is that
the bicategory Poly (E) does not enjoy this property. However, as Polyc (E) em-
beds into Poly (E) and both bicategories have the same composition the universal
property of the former will assist in proving the latter.
In Section 2 we give the necessary background for this paper. We recall the
definitions and basic properties of the bicategories of spans and polynomials, the
notions of lax, oplax and gregarious functors, the basic properties of the mates
correspondence, and the basic properties of generic bicategories.
In Section 3 we give a proof of the universal properties of spans using the prop-
erties of generic bicategories. This is to give a complete and detailed proof of these
properties demonstrating our method, before applying it the more complicated set-
ting of polynomials later on.
In Section 4 we give a proof of the universal properties of spans with invertible 2-
cells. This is necessary since the universal properties of polynomials with cartesian
2-cells will be described in terms of this property.
In Section 5 we give a proof of the universal properties of polynomials with
cartesian 2-cells. It is in this section that our method is of the most use; indeed
in our proof we completely avoid coherences involving composition of distributivity
pullbacks (the worst coherence conditions which would arise in a direct proof).
In Section 6 we give a proof of the universal properties of polynomials with
general 2-cells, by using the corresponding properties for polynomials with cartesian
2-cells and checking some additional coherence conditions concerning naturality
with respect to these more general 2-cells.
2. Background
In this section we give the necessary background knowledge for this paper.
2.1. The bicategory of spans. Before studying the bicategory of polynomials we
will study the simpler and more well known construction of the bicategory of spans,
as introduced by Bénabou [2].
Definition 1. Suppose we are given a category E with chosen pullbacks. We may
then form bicategory of spans in E , denoted Span (E), with objects those of E ,
1-cells A 9 B given diagrams in E of the form
X
q
  ❆
❆❆
❆p
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
A B
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called spans, composition of 1-cells given by taking the chosen pullback
•
π2
!!❇
❇❇
❇π1
}}④④④
④
X
q
  ❆
❆❆
❆p
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
Y
s
  
❆❆
❆❆r
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
A B C
and 2-cells ν given by those morphisms between the vertices of two spans which
yield commuting diagrams of the form
X
q
  ❆
❆❆
❆p
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
ν

A B
Y
r
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥s
``❆❆❆❆
The identity 1-cells are given by identity spans X X
1X //
1Xoo X and composition
extends to 2-cells by the universal property of pullbacks. The essential uniqueness
of the limit of a diagram
X
q
  
❆❆
❆❆p
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
Y
s
  
❆❆
❆❆r
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
Z
v
  
❆❆
❆❆u
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
A B C D
yields the associators, making Span (E) into a bicategory.
We denote by Spaniso (E) the bicategory as defined above, but only taking the
invertible 2-cells.
2.2. The bicategory of polynomials. In the earlier defined bicategory of spans
the morphisms may be viewed as multivariate linear maps (matrices). In this
subsection we recall the bicategory of polynomials, whose morphisms may be viewed
as multivariate polynomials, and whose study has applications in areas including
theoretical computer science (under the name of containers and indexed containers
[1]) and the theory of W -types [14, 15].
Before we can define this bicategory we must recall the notion of distributivity
pullback as given by Weber [20].
Definition 2. Given two composable morphisms u : X → A and f : A → B in a
category E with pullbacks, we say that:
(1) a pullback around (f, u) is a diagram
T
p
//
q

X
u // A
f

Y
r
// B
such that the outer rectangle is a pullback, and a morphism of pullbacks
around (f, u) is a pair of morphisms s : T → T ′ and t : Y → Y ′ such that
p′s = p, q′s = tq and r = r′t;
(2) a distributivity pullback around (f, u) is a terminal object in the category
of pullbacks around (f, u).
We also recall the notion of an exponentiable morphism, a condition which en-
sures the existence of such distributivity pullbacks.
Definition 3. We say a morphism f : A → B in a category E with pullbacks is
exponentiable if the “pullback along f” functor ∆f : E/B → E/A has a right adjoint.
We will denote this right adjoint by Πf when it exists.
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Remark 4. Note that such an f is exponentiable if and only if for every u there
exists a distributivity pullback around (f, u) [20].
The following diagrams are to be the morphisms in the bicategory of polynomials.
Definition 5. A polynomial P : I 9 J in a category E with pullbacks is a diagram
of the form
E
p
//
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
B
t

❅❅
❅❅
I J
where p is exponentiable.
We will also need the following universal property of polynomial composition.
Proposition 6. [20, Prop. 3.1.6] Suppose we are given two polynomials P : I 9 J
and Q : J 9 K. Consider a category with objects given by commuting diagrams of
the form
A1
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
// A2
}}③③
③③
""❉
❉❉❉
// A3
!!❈
❈❈❈
E //
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
B
""❊
❊❊
❊ M
//
||②②
②②
N
  ❇
❇❇
❇
I J K
for which the left and right squares are pullbacks (but not necessarily the middle),
and morphisms given by triples (Ai → Bi : i = 1, 2, 3) rendering commutative the
diagram
A1

//
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
A2

//
☞
☞
☞
☞

✷
✷
✷
✷ A3


✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
✶✶
B1
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
// B2
||③③
③③
""❉
❉❉❉
// B3
!!❈
❈❈❈
E //
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
B
""❊
❊❊
❊ M
//
||②②
②②
N
  ❇
❇❇
❇
I J K
Then in this category, the outside composite in the diagram formed below (which is
a polynomial I 9 K)
(2.1) •

// •

// •

pb •
!!❈
❈❈
~~⑥⑥⑥
⑥
dpb
E
p
//
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
B
t

❅❅
❅❅
pb M
q
//
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
N
v
  ❇
❇❇
❇
I J K
is a terminal object.
Definition 7. Suppose we are given a locally cartesian closed category E with
chosen pullbacks and distributivity pullbacks. We may then form the bicategory of
polynomials with cartesian 2-cells in E , denoted Polyc (E), with objects those of E ,
1-cells A 9 B given by polynomials, composition of 1-cells given by forming the
diagram (2.1) just above, and cartesian 2-cells given by pairs of morphisms (σ, ν)
rendering commutative the diagram
E
p
//
s
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
σ

B
t
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
ν

I pb J
M
q
//
u
``❅❅❅❅❅
N
v
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
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such that the middle square is a pullback. The identity 1-cells are given by identity
polynomials X X
1X //
1Xoo X
1X // X. Composition of 2-cells and the associators may
be recovered from Proposition 6 above.
Definition 8. Suppose we are given a locally cartesian closed category E with
chosen pullbacks and distributivity pullbacks. We may then form the bicategory of
polynomials with general 2-cells, denoted Poly (E), with objects and 1-cells as in
Polyc (E), and 2-cells given by diagrams as below on the left below
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
X S1
f1

pe1 //
e1
OO
pb
B
g

Y ≈ X S2
f2

pe2 //
e2
OO
pb
B
g

Y
M
q
//
u
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
N
v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
M
q
//
u
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
N
v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
regarded equivalent to the diagram on the right provided both indicated regions
are pullbacks.
For the other operations of this bicategory such as the composition operation on
2-cells we refer the reader to the equivalence Poly (E) ≃ PolyFun (E) [9] where
PolyFun (E) is the bicategory of polynomial functors, described later in Example
12.
Remark 9. Note that it suffices to give local equivalences PolyFun (E)X,Y ≃
Poly (E)X,Y since from this it follows that the bicategorical structure onPolyFun (E)
endows the family of hom-categories Poly (E)X,Y with the structure of a bicategory
via doctrinal adjunction [11]. This describes the bicategory structure on Poly (E).
2.3. Morphisms of bicategories. There are a few types of morphisms between
bicategories we are interested in for this paper. These include oplax functors, lax
functors, pseudofunctors, gregarious functors and sinister pseudofunctors. After
the following trivial definition we will recall these notions.
Definition 10. Given two bicategoriesA andB , a locally defined functor F : A →
B consists of:
• for each object X ∈ A an object FX ∈ B;
• for each pair of objects X,Y ∈ A , a functor FX,Y : AX,Y → BFX,FY ;
subject to no additional conditions.
It is one of the main points of this paper that many of the coherence conditions
arising from the associativity diagram (2.2) for oplax functors out of the bicategories
Span (E) and Polyc (E) may be avoided (for suitable categories E).
Definition 11. Given two bicategories A and B, a lax functor F : A → B is a
locally defined functor F : A → B equipped with
• for each object X ∈ A , a 2-cell λX : 1FX → F1X ;
• for each triple of objects X,Y, Z ∈ A and pair of morphisms f : X → Y
and g : Y → Z, a 2-cell ϕg,f : Fg · Ff → Fgf natural in g and f ,
such that the constraints render commutative the associativity diagram
(2.2) Fh · (Fg · Ff)
Fh·ϕg,f
// Fh · F (gf)
ϕh,gf
// F (h (gf))
(Fh · Fg) · Ff
ϕh,g·Ff
//
aFh,Fg,Ff
OO
F (hg) · Ff
ϕhg,f
// F ((hg) f)
F (a˜h,g,f )
OO
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for composable morphisms h,g and f . In addition, the nullary constraint cells must
render commutative the diagrams
Ff · 1FX
Ff ·λX //
rFf

Ff · F (1X)
ϕf,1X

1FY · Ff
λY ·Ff //
lFf

F (1Y ) · Ff
ϕ1Y ,f

Ff F (f · 1X)
F (rf )
oo Ff F (1Y · f)
F (lf )
oo
for all morphisms f : X → Y . If the direction of the constraints ϕ and λ is reversed,
this is the definition of an oplax functor. If the nullary constraints λ are invertible
(in either the lax or oplax case) we then say our functor is normal. If both types
of constraint cells ϕ and λ are required invertible, then this is the definition of a
pseudofunctor.
Example 12. It is well known that given a category E with pullbacks there is a
pseudofunctor Span (E)→ Cat which assigns an object X ∈ E to the slice category
E/X and on spans is defined the assignment
B
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧ t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
I J
7→ E/I
∆s // E/B
Σt // E/J
where Σt is the “composition with t” functor, and ∆s is the “pullback along s”
functor (the right adjoint of Σs).
If E is locally cartesian closed, meaning that for each morphism p the functor ∆p
has a further right adjoint denoted Πp, then there is also such a canonical functor
out of Poly (E) [9] and Polyc (E) [20], which assigns an object X ∈ E to the slice
category E/X and on polynomials is defined the assignment
E
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
I J
7→ E/I
∆s // E/E
Πp
// E/B
Σt // E/J
A functor isomorphic to one as on the right above is known as a polynomial
functor. The objects of E , polynomial functors, and strong natural transformations
form a 2-category PolyFun (E) [9].
Remark 13. In the subsequent sections we are interested in pseudofunctors mapping
into a general bicategory C , not just Cat, however we will still use the above
example to motivate our notation.
The following is a special type of oplax functor which turns up when studying
the universal properties of the span construction [5, 6]. This notion will also be
useful for studying the universal properties of the polynomial construction.
Definition 14. [5, Definition 2.4] We say a normal oplax functor of bicategories
F : A → B is gregarious (also known as jointed) if for any pair of 1-cells f : A→ B
and g : B → C inA for which g has a right adjoint, the constraint cell ϕg,f : F (gf)→
Fg · Ff is invertible.
There is also an alternative characterization of gregarious functors worth men-
tioning, which establishes gregarious functors as a natural concept.
Proposition 15. [5, Propositions 2.8 and 2.9] A normal oplax functor of bicate-
gories F : A → B is gregarious if and only if it preserves adjunctions; that is, if for
every adjunction (f ⊣ u : A′ → A, η, ε) in A there exists 2-cells η : 1FA → Fu · Ff
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and ε : Ff ·Fu→ 1FA′ which exhibit Ff as left adjoint to Fu and render commu-
tative the squares
F (1A)
Fη
//
λA

F (uf)
ϕu,f

F (fu)
Fε //
ϕf,u

F (1A′)
λA′

1FA
η
// Fu · Ff Ff · Fu
ε
// 1FA′
We also need a notion of morphism between lax, oplax, gregarious or pseudo-
functors. It will be convenient here to use Lack’s icons [13], defined as follows.
Definition 16. Given two lax functors F,G : A → B which agree on objects, an
icon α : F ⇒ G consists of a family of natural transformations
AX,Y
FX,Y
**
GX,Y
44
⇓αX,Y BFX,FY , X, Y ∈ A
with components rendering commutative the diagrams
Fg · Ff
ϕg,f
//
αg∗αf

F (gf)
αgf

1FX
ωX
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
λX

Gg ·Gf
ψg,f
// G (gf) F1X α1X
// G1X
for composable morphisms f and g in A . Similarly, one may define icons between
oplax functors.
An important point about icons is that there is a 2-category of bicategories,
oplax (lax) functors, and icons. For convenience, we make the following definition.
Definition 17. We denote by Icon (resp. Greg) the 2-category of bicategories,
pseudofunctors (resp. gregarious functors) and icons.
Finally, we recall the notion of a sinister pseudofunctor, as well as the notion of
a sinister pseudofunctor which satisfies a certain Beck condition. These notions are
to be used regularly through the paper.
Definition 18. Let E be a category seen as a locally discrete 2-category, and let
C be a bicategory. We say a pseudofunctor F : E → C of bicategories is sinister if
for every morphism f in E the 1-cell Ff has a right adjoint in C .
Supposing further that E has pullbacks, for any pullback square in E as on the left
below, we may apply F and compose with pseudofunctoriality constraints giving
an invertible 2-cell as in the middle square below, and then take mates to get a
2-cell as on the right below
•
g′

f ′
// •
g

•
Fg′

Ff ′
//
∼=
•
Fg

•
FΣf
′
//
⇓b
f′,g′
f,g
•
•
f
// • •
Ff
// • •
FΣf
//
F∆g
′
OO
•
F∆g
OO
We say the sinister pseudofunctor F : E → C satisfies the Beck condition if every
such bf
′,g′
f,g as on the right above is invertible.
We will denote by Sin (E ,C ) the category of sinister pseudofunctors E → C
and invertible icons, and Beck (E ,C ) the subcategory of sinister pseudofunctors
satisfying the Beck condition.
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Remark 19. Note that bf
′,g′
f,g as above may be defined for any commuting square,
not just a pullback. We call such a bf
′,g′
f,g the Beck 2-cell corresponding to the
commuting square, but should not expect it to be invertible if the square is not a
pullback (even if the Beck condition holds).
2.4. Mates under adjunctions. We now recall the basic properties of mates [12].
Given two pairs of adjoint morphisms
η1, ε1 : f1 ⊣ u1 : B1 → A1, η2, ε2 : f2 ⊣ u2 : B2 → A2
in a bicategory A , we say that two 2-cells
A1
g
//
f1

⇓α
A2
f2

A1
g
//
⇓β
A2
B1
h
// B2 B1
h
//
u1
OO
B2
u2
OO
are mates under the adjunctions f1 ⊣ u1 and f2 ⊣ u2 if β is given by the pasting
A1
g
//
f1

⇓α
A2
f2

id // A2
⇓ε1 ⇓η2
B1
id
//
u1
55
B1
h
// B2
u2
HH
or equivalently, α is given by the pasting
A1
id //
f1 ))
A1
g
//
⇓β
A2
f2

⇓η1 ⇓ε2
B1
h
//
u1
OO
B2
u2
OO
id
// B2
It follows from the triangle identities that taking mates in this fashion defines a
bijection between 2-cells f2g → hf1 and 2-cells gu1 → u2h.
Moreover, it is well known that this correspondence is functorial. Given another
adjunction η3, ε3 : f3 ⊣ u3 : B3 → A3 and 2-cells as below
A1
g
//
f1

⇓αl
A2
f2

m //
⇓αr
A3
f3

A1
g
//
⇓βl
A2
m //
⇓βr
A3
B1
h
// B2 n
// B3 B1
h
//
u1
OO
B2
u2
OO
n
// B3
u2
OO
where αl and αr respectively correspond to βl and βr under the mates correspon-
dence, it follows that the pasting of αl and αr corresponds to the pasting of βl
and βr under the mates correspondence. Moreover, the analogous property holds
for pasting vertically. These vertical and horizontal pasting properties5 are often
referred to as functoriality of mates.
Remark 20. Given an adjunction η, ε : f ⊣ u : B → A the left square below
A
f
//
f

⇓id
A
id

A
f
//
⇓ε
A
B
id
// B B
id
//
u
OO
B
id
OO
5There are also nullary pasting properties which we will omit.
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corresponds to the right above via the mates correspondence, allowing one to see
the counit of an adjunction as an instance of the mates correspondence. A similar
calculation may be done for the units. This will allow us to see calculations involving
units and counits as functoriality of mates calculations.
One consequence of the mates correspondence which will be of interest to us is
the following lemma; a special case of [5, Lemma 2.13], showing that the component
of an icon between gregarious functors at a left adjoint 1-cell is invertible.
Lemma 21. Suppose F,G : A → B are gregarious functors between bicategories
which agree on objects. Suppose that α : F ⇒ G is an icon. Suppose that a given
1-cell f : X → Y has a right adjoint u in A with unit ε and counit η. Then the
2-cell αf : Ff → Gf has an inverse given by the mate of αu : Fu→ Gu.
Proof. As f ⊣ u we have Ff ⊣ Fu via counit
Ff · Fu
ϕ−1
f,u
// F (fu)
Fε // F1Y
λY // 1FY
and unit
1FX
λ−1
X // F1X
Fη
// F (uf)
ϕu,f
// Fu · Ff
and similarly Gf ⊣ Gu. That the mate of αu constructed as the pasting
FX
1FX //
1FX

⇑λ−1
X
FX
1FX //
F1X

⇑Fη
FX
Ff
//
Fuf

⇑ϕu,f
FY
1FY //
Fu

⇑αu
FY
1FY //
Gu

⇑ψf,u
FY
1FY //
Gfu

⇑Gε
FY
1FY //
G1Y

⇑ωY
FY
1FY

FX
1FX
// FX
1FX
// FX
1FX
// FX
1FX
// FX
Gf
// FY
1FY
// FY
1FY
// FY
is the inverse of αf is a simple calculation which we will omit (as the details are in
[5, Lemma 2.13]). 
Remark 22. Under the conditions of the above lemma we have corresponding func-
tors F co, Gco : A co → Bco which are adjunction preserving (gregarious), and an
icon αco : Gco ⇒ F co. Thus noting u ⊣ f in A co we see that in Bco, αcou : Gf → Ff
has an inverse given as the mate of αcof . It follows that αu has an inverse given as
the mate of αf in B.
2.5. Adjunctions of spans and polynomials. Later on we will need to discuss
gregarious functors out of bicategories of spans and bicategories of polynomials,
and so an understanding of the adjunctions in these bicategories will be essential.
We first recall the classification of adjunctions in the bicategory of spans. A
proof of this classification is given in [4, Proposition 2], but this proof does not
readily generalize to the setting of polynomials. We therefore give a simpler proof
using the properties of the mates correspondence.
Proposition 23. Up to isomorphism, all adjunctions in Span (E) are of the form
(2.3)
X
1X
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ f
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
X Y
⊣
X
f
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ 1X
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y X
with unit and counit
X
1X
yyss
ss
ss
s 1X
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
δ

X
f
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ f
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆
f

X X Y Y
X ×Y X
π2
99tttttttπ1
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
Y
1Y
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦1Y
``❅❅❅❅❅
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where (X ×Y X,π1, π2) is the pullback of f with itself.
Proof. It is simple to check the above defines an adjunction. We now check that all
adjunctions have this form, up to isomorphism. To do this, suppose we are given
an adjunction of spans
•
s
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
⊣
•
u
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
and denote the unit of this adjunction (actually a representation of the unit using
the universal property of pullback) by
(2.4) •
β
❅❅

❅❅α
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
h

id

id

•
s⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
t
❅❅

❅❅
•
u⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
v
❅❅

❅❅
• • •
noting that vβ is the identity. We then factor this unit as
1 // (s, t) ; (h, 1)
id;β
// (s, t) ; (u, v)
where the first morphism is represented by
•
id
❅❅

❅❅α
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
h

id

id

•
s⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
t
❅❅

❅❅
•
h
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
id
❅❅

❅❅
• • •
and β : (h, 1)→ (u, v) is pictured on the right in (2.4). Under the mates correspon-
dence this yields two morphisms
(u, v) // (h, 1)
β
// (u, v)
which must compose to the identity. As the first morphism of spans is necessarily
v we have also established βv as the identity, and hence v as an isomorphism. This
allows us to construct an isomorphism of right adjoints (u, v) → (f, 1) for an f as
in (2.3), corresponding to an isomorphism of left adjoints (1, f)→ (s, t) and hence
showing s is invertible also. 
Remark 24. If we restrict ourselves to the bicategory Spaniso (E) then we only have
adjunctions as above when f is invertible (necessary to construct the counit).
In the case of polynomials there are more adjunctions to consider.
Proposition 25. Up to isomorphism, every adjunction in Poly (E) is a composite
of adjunctions of the form
X
1X
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
1X // X
f
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
X Y
⊣
X
f
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
1X // X
1X
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y X
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with unit and counit
X
1X
yyss
ss
ss
s
1X // X
1X
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
X
f
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
1X // X
f
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
X X
δ

1X
OO
1X // X
δ

X Y X
f

1X //
1X
OO
X
f

Y
X ×Y X
π1
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
1X×Y X
// X ×Y X
π2
99ttttttt
Y
1Y
``❅❅❅❅❅
1Y
// Y
1Y
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
and
X
f
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
1X // X
1X
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y X
⊣
X
1X
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
f
// Y
1Y
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X Y
with unit and counit
Y
1Y
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
1Y // Y
1Y

❄❄
❄❄
❄ X ×Y X
π1
yytt
tt
tt
t
π2 // X
1X
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
Y X
f
//
1X

f
OO
Y
1Y

Y X X
δ
OO
1X

1X // X
1X

X
X
f
//
f
``❆❆❆❆❆
Y
1Y
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
X
1X
//
1X
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
X
1X
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
Proof. It is simple to check that the above define adjunctions of polynomials, indeed
this is almost the same calculation as in the case of spans. We now check that all
adjunctions have this form, up to isomorphism. To do this, suppose we are given
an adjunction of polynomials
•
s
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
p
// •
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
⊣
•
u
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
q
// •
v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
and denote the unit of this adjunction by6
•
id

id

•
α1
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
p′ //
e
OO
•
β1
❅

❅α2
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
q′ //
h

•
β2
❅

❅ id

•
s⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
p // •
t
❅❅

❅❅
• q //
u⑦
⑦
⑦⑦
•
v
❅❅

❅❅
• • •
noting that vβ2 is the identity. We then factor this unit as, where (β1, β2) : (h, q
′, 1)→
(u, q, v) is the cartesian morphism of polynomials pictured on the right above,
1 // (s, p, t) ; (h, q′, 1)
id;(β1,β2)
// (s, p, t) ; (u, q, v)
which under the mates correspondence yields two morphisms
(u, q, v) // (h, q′, 1)
(β1,β2)
// (u, q, v)
6Here the cartesian part of the morphism of polynomials is represented using Proposition 6.
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which must compose to the identity; that is, a diagram below
•
u

q // •
v

• //
OO

•
v

• • q′ //hoo
β1

• 1 //
β2

•
• q //
u❅❅
__❅❅
•
v⑦⑦
??⑦⑦
composing to the identity, showing β2v is the identity, and hence that v is invertible.
This allows us to construct an isomorphism of right adjoints (u, q, v)→ (f, g, 1) for
some f and g, corresponding to an isomorphism of left adjoints (g, 1, f)→ (s, p, t)
and hence showing p is invertible also. 
Remark 26. If we restrict ourselves to the bicategory Polyc (E) then to have the
second adjunction of Proposition 25 we require f to be invertible.
2.6. Basic properties of generic bicategories. The bicategories of spans Span (E)
and bicategories of polynomials with cartesian 2-cells Polyc (E) defined above both
satisfy a special property: they are examples of a bicategory A which contains a
special class of 2-cells (which one may informally think of as the “diagonal” 2-cells7)
such that any 2-cell into a composite of 1-cells α : c→ a; b factors uniquely as some
diagonal 2-cell δ : c→ l; r pasted with 2-cells α1 : l→ a and α2 : r → b.
For the reader familiar with generic morphisms [7, 8, 19], this property can be
stated concisely by asking that each composition functor
◦X,Y,Z : AY,Z ×AX,Y → AX,Z
admits generic factorisations. A bicategory A with this property is called generic.
As shown in [18], one of the main properties of generic bicategories A is that
oplax functors out of them admit an alternative description, similar to the descrip-
tion of a comonad. In particular, for a locally defined functor L : A → C one may
define a bijection between coherent binary and nullary oplax constraint cells
ϕa,b : L (a; b)→ La;Lb, λX : L1X → 1X
and “coherent” comultiplication and counit maps
Φδ : Lc→ Ll;Lr, Λε : Ln→ 1X
indexed over diagonal maps δ : c → l; r and augmentations (2-cells into identity
1-cells) ε : n→ 1X . Indeed, given the data (ϕ, λ) the comultiplication maps Φδ and
counit maps Λε are given by the composites
Lc
Lδ // L (l; r)
ϕl,r
// Ll;Lr Ln
Lε // L1X
λX // 1X
and conversely given the data (Φ,Λ) the oplax constraints ϕa,b and λX are recovered
by factoring the identity 2-cell through a diagonal as on the left below and defining
the right diagram to commute.
l; r
s1;s2
!!❈
❈❈
❈
Ll;Lr
Ls1;Ls2
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
a; b
id
//
δ ==④④④④
a; b L (a; b)
ϕa,b
//
Φδ 88qqqq
La;Lb
Trivially, we recover each unit λX : L (1X)→ 1X as the component of Λ at id1X .
For the full statement concerning the bicategories of spans and cartesian poly-
nomials, see Proposition 30 and Proposition 47 respectively.
7Formally, these diagonals are defined as the generic morphisms against the composition func-
tor. See [18] for details.
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3. Universal properties of spans
In this section, we give a complete proof of the universal properties of spans [5]
using the properties of generic bicategories [18]. This is to demonstrate our method
in the simpler case of spans before applying it to polynomials in Section 5.
3.1. Stating the universal property. Before stating the universal property we
recall that we have two canonical embeddings into the bicategory of spans given by
the pseudofunctors denoted
(−)Σ : E → Span (E) , (−)∆ : E
op → Span (E) .
These are defined on objects by sending an object of E to itself, and are defined on
each morphism in E by the assignments
(−)Σ : X
f
// Y 7→ X X
1Xoo
f
// Y
(−)∆ : X
f
// Y 7→ Y X
f
oo
1X // X
Remark 27. Note that the embedding (−)Σ is an example of a pseudofunctor which
is both sinister and satisfies the Beck condition.
The universal property of spans is then the following result, as given by Hermida
[10] and Dawson, Paré, and Pronk [5, Theorem 2.15].
Theorem 28 (Universal Properties of Spans). Given a category E with chosen
pullbacks, composition with the canonical embedding (−)Σ : E → Span (E) defines
the equivalence of categories
Greg (Span (E) ,C ) ≃ Sin (E ,C )
which restricts to the equivalence
Icon (Span (E) ,C ) ≃ Beck (E ,C )
for any bicategory C .
3.2. Proving the universal property. Before proving Theorem 28 we will need
to show that given a sinister pseudofunctor E → C one may reconstruct an oplax
functor Span (E)→ C . The following lemma and subsequent propositions describe
this construction.
Lemma 29. Let E be a category with pullbacks seen as a locally discrete 2-category,
and let C be a bicategory. Suppose F : E → C is a given sinister pseudofunctor,
and for each morphism f ∈ E define FΣf := Ff and take F∆f to be a chosen right
adjoint of Ff (choosing F∆ to strictly preserve identities). We may then define
local functors
LX,Y : Span (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
by the assignment T 7→ FT on objects, and
T
s
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
f

t

❅❅
❅❅
❅ FT
FΣt
##●
●●
●●
●
X Y 7→ FX
F∆s
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇
F∆u ##
●●
●●
●●
⇓α ⇓γ FY
S
u
``❅❅❅❅❅ v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
FS
F∆f
OO
FΣv
;;①①①①①①
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on morphisms, where α is the mate of the isomorphism on the left below
FT
1FT //
FΣs

∼=
FT
FΣu·FΣf

FT
FΣt //
FΣf

∼=
FY
1FY

FX
1FX
// FX FS
FΣv
// FY
under the adjunctions FΣs ⊣ F∆s and FΣu ·FΣf ⊣ F∆f ·F∆u, and γ is the mate of
the isomorphism on the right above under the adjunctions FΣf ⊣ F∆f and 1FY ⊣
1FY .
Proof. Functoriality is clear from functoriality of mates and the associativity con-
dition and unitary conditions on F . 
To show that these local functors can be endowed with the structure of an oplax
functor it will be useful to recall the following reduced description of such an oplax
structure, obtained via the theory of Subsection 2.6.
Proposition 30. [18] Let E be a category with pullbacks and denote by Span (E)
the bicategory of spans in E. Let C be a bicategory. Then to give an oplax functor
L : Span (E)→ C
is to give a locally defined functor
LX,Y : Span (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
with comultiplication and counit maps
Φs,h,t : L (s, t)→ L (s, h) ;L (h, t) , Λh : L (h, h)→ 1LX
for every respective diagram in E
T
t
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
h

T
h

X Y Z X
such that:
(1) for any triple of morphisms of spans as below
R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ k
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
f

R
k
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

X Z X Y Y Z
T
s
``❆❆❆❆❆ t
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
h
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
h
``❅❅❅❅❅ t
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
we have the commuting diagram
L (u, v)
Lf

Φu,k,v
// L (u, k) ;L (k, v)
Lf ;Lf

L (s, t)
Φs,h,t
// L (s, h) ;L (h, t)
(2) for any morphism of spans as on the left below
M
p
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦ p

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
f

L (p, p)
Lf
//
Λp $$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
L (q, q)
Λqzztt
tt
tt
X N
q
oo
q
// X 1LX
the diagram on the right above commutes;
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(3) for all diagrams of the form
T
s
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
t
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
h~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
k 
❅❅
❅❅
❅
W X Y Z
in E, we have the commuting diagram
L (s, t)
Φs,h,t

L (s, t)
Φs,k,t

L (s, h) ;L (h, t)
L(s;h);Φh,k,t

L (s, k) ;L (k, t)
Φs,h,k;L(k;t)

L (s, h) ; (L (h, k) ;L (k, t)) assoc
// (L (s, h) ;L (h, k)) ;L (k, t)
(4) for all spans (s, t) we have the commuting diagrams
L (s, s) ;L (s, t)
Λs;L(s,t)
((PP
PPP
PPP
L (s, t) ;L (t, t)
L(s,t);Λt
((PP
PPP
PPP
L (s, t)
unitor
//
Φs,s,t
88qqqqqqq
1LX ;L (s, t) L (s, t) unitor
//
Φs,t,t
88qqqqqqq
L (s, t) ; 1LY
We now prove that the locally defined functor L above may be endowed with an
oplax structure.
Proposition 31. Let E be a category with pullbacks seen as a locally discrete
2-category, and let C be a bicategory. Suppose F : E → C is a given sinister
pseudofunctor. Then the locally defined functor
LX,Y : Span (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
as in Lemma 29 canonically admits the structure of an oplax functor.
Proof. By Proposition 30, to equip the locally defined functor L with an oplax
structure is to give comultiplication maps Φs,h,t : L (s, t) → L (s, h) ;L (h, t) and
counit maps Λh : L (h, h)→ 1LX for diagrams of the respective forms
T
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ t
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
h

T
h
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
h
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
X Y Z X X
satisfying naturality, associativity, and unitary conditions. To do this, we take each
Φs,h,t and Λh to be the respective pastings
(3.1)
FT
FΣh
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
FX
F∆s // FT
FΣh //
1FT

FY
F∆h //
⇓ηFh
FT
FΣt // FZ FX
1FX //
F∆h
<<②②②②②②②②
⇓εFh
FX
Associativity of comultiplication is trivial; indeed, given a diagram of the form
T
s
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
t
''PP
PPP
PPP
PP
h~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
k 
❅❅
❅❅
❅
W X Y Z
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the pasting
FW
F∆s // FT
FΣh //
idFT

FX
F∆h //
⇓ηFh
FT
FΣk //
idFT

FY
F∆k //
⇓ηFk
FT
FΣt // FZ
evaluates to the same 2-cell regardless if we paste the bottom path with first ηFh
and then ηFk, or vice versa. The unitary axioms are also trivial, an immediate
consequence of the triangle identities for an adjunction.
For the naturality condition, suppose we are given a triple of morphisms of spans
R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ k
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

R
k
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ v

❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

X Z X Y Y Z
T
s
``❆❆❆❆❆ t
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
h
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
h
``❅❅❅❅❅ t
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
and note that we have the commuting diagram
L (u, v)
Lf

Φu,k,v
// L (u, k) ;L (k, v)
Lf ;Lf

L (s, t)
Φs,h,t
// L (s, h) ;L (h, t)
since the top composite is
FR 1FR //
FΣk
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓ηFk
FR
FΣv
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
FX
F∆u②②②
<<②②②
F∆s
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓ ⇓ FY
F∆h
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓
F∆k②②②
<<②②②
⇓ FZ
FT
FΣh②②②
<<②②②
F∆f
OO
FT
FΣt②②②
<<②②②
F∆f
OO
and the bottom composite is
FR 1FR // FR
FΣv
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
FX
F∆u②②②
<<②②②
F∆s
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓ = ⇓ FZ
FT 1FT //
F∆f
OO
FΣh
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓ηFh
FT
FΣt②②②
<<②②②
F∆f
OO
FY
F∆h②②②
<<②②②
where the unlabeled 2-cells are as in Lemma 29. That these pastings agree is
a standard functoriality of mates calculation. We omit the naturality of counits
calculation, as it is a simpler functoriality of mates calculation. 
Remark 32. It is trivial that each λX given by Λ at 1X is invertible above.
We now check that the structure given above has its oplax constraints given by
Beck 2-cells.
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Lemma 33. Let the oplax functor L : Span (E) → C be constructed as in Propo-
sition 31. Then the binary oplax constraint cell on L, at a composite of spans
constructed as below
(3.2) M
c′
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ b′
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
pbT
a
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ b
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
S
c
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥ d

❄❄
❄❄
❄
X Y Z
is given by the Beck 2-cell for the pullback appropriately whiskered by F∆a and FΣd.
Proof. Given composable spans (a, b) and (c, d) the composite is given by the dia-
gram (3.2). We then have an induced diagonal
δac′,h,db′ : (ac
′, db′)→ (ac′, h) ; (h, db′)
and morphisms c′ : (ac′, h)→ (a, b) and b′ : (h, db′)→ (c, d) for which
(a, b) ; (c, d)
δac′,h,db′
// (ac′, h) ; (h, db′)
c′;b′
// (a, b) ; (c, d)
is the identity on (a, b) ; (c, d). Hence the oplax constraint cell corresponding to the
comultiplication maps Φ, namely
ϕ(a,b),(c,d) : L ((a, b) ; (c, d))→ L (a, b) ;L (c, d)
is given by the pasting
(3.3) FM 1FM //
FΣh
❋❋
❋
##❋
❋❋
⇓ηFh
FM
FΣdb
′
❋❋
❋
""❋
❋❋
FX
F∆ac
′
①①①
;;①①①
F∆a
❋❋
❋
##❋
❋❋
⇓ ⇓ FY
F∆c
❋❋
❋
##❋
❋❋
⇓
F∆h①①①
;;①①①
⇓ FZ
FT
FΣb①①①
;;①①①
F∆c
′
OO
FS
FΣd①①①
<<①①①
F∆b
′
OO
where h = bc′ = cb′. It is an easy consequence of functoriality of mates that this
pasting is the usual Beck 2-cell for the pullback with the appropriate whiskerings.

Finally, we will need the following lemma, a consequence of Lemma 21, in order
to complete the proof.
Lemma 34. Suppose L,K : Span (E) → C are given gregarious functors. Then
any icon α : L⇒ K is necessarily invertible.
Proof. We take identities to be pullback stable for simplicity, so that we have (s, t) =
(s, 1) ; (1, t). Let us consider the component of such an icon α at a general span s, t.
Since α is an icon, the diagram
(3.4) L (s, t)
ϕ
//
α(s,t)

L (s, 1) ;L (1, t)
α(s,1);α(1,t)

K (s, t)
ψ
// K (s, 1) ;K (1, t)
commutes. By Lemma 21 we know α(1,t) is invertible, and by its dual we know
α(s,1) is invertible. As F and G are gregarious ϕ and ψ are invertible above. Hence
α(s,t) is invertible. 
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We now know enough for a complete proof of the universal properties of the span
construction as given by Dawson, Paré, Pronk and Hermida.
Proof of Theorem 28. We consider the assignment of Theorem 28, i.e. composition
with the embedding (−)Σ : E → Span (E) written as the assignment
Span (E)
G
66
F
((
⇓ α C 7→ E
GΣ
66
FΣ
((
⇓ αΣ C
We start by proving the first universal property.
Well defined. This is clear by Corollary 34.
Fully faithful. That the assignment α 7→ αΣ is bijective follows from the
condition
(
α−1Σf
)∗
= α∆f forced by Lemma 21, and the commutativity of (3.4).
One need only check that any collection
αs,t : F (s, t)→ G (s, t)
satisfying these two properties necessarily defines an icon. Indeed, that such an α
is locally natural is a simple consequence of functoriality of mates and αΣ being
an icon. To see that such an α then defines an icon, note that each Φs,h,t may be
decomposed as the commuting diagram
F (s, t)
Φs,h,t
//
Φs,1,t

F (s, h) ;F (h, t)
F (s, 1) ;F (1, t)
F (s,1);Φ1,h,1;F (1,t)
// F (s, 1) ;F (1, h) ;F (h, 1) ;F (1, t)
Φ−1
s,1,h
;Φ−1
h,1,t
OO
and so the commutativity of the diagram8
F (s, t)
Φs,h,t
//
αs,t

F (s, h) ;F (h, t)
αs,h;αh,t

G (s, t)
Ψs,h,t
// G (s, h) ;G (h, t)
amounts to asking that the pastings
⇓ηGh
•
G∆s
66
F∆s
((
⇓ •
GΣh
66
FΣh
((
⇓
id

•
G∆h
66
F∆h
((
⇓ •
GΣt
66
FΣt
((
⇓ •
and
⇓ηGh
•
G∆s
66
F∆s
((
⇓ •
GΣh
//
id

•
G∆h
// •
GΣt
66
FΣt
((
⇓ •
agree; which is easily seen by expanding α∆h in terms of α
−1
Σh
and using the triangle
identities. The nullary icon condition is trivial. This shows that α indeed admits
the structure of an icon.
8This diagram is equivalent to the binary coherence condition on such an icon.
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Essentially surjective. Given any sinister pseudofunctor F : E → C we
take the gregarious functor L : Span (E) → C from Proposition 31 and note that
LΣ = F .
We now verify the second universal property.
Restrictions. The second property is a restriction of the first. Indeed, given
a pseudofunctor L : Span (E) → C the corresponding pseudofunctor LΣ : E → C
satisfies the Beck condition, since the embedding (−)Σ : E → Span (E) satisfies the
Beck condition. Moreover, given a sinister pseudofunctor F : E → C which satisfies
the Beck condition, the corresponding map Span (E)→ C is pseudo since the oplax
constraint cells of this functor are Beck 2-cells by Lemma 33. 
4. Universal properties of spans with invertible 2-cells
In this section we derive the universal property of the bicategory of spans with
invertible 2-cells, denoted Spaniso (E). Indeed, an understanding of this universal
property will be required for stating the universal property of polynomials with
cartesian 2-cells Polyc (E) described in the next section.
4.1. Stating the universal property. The embeddings (−)Σ and (−)∆ into
Spaniso (E) are defined the same as in the case of spans with the usual 2-cells.
The difference here is that we no longer have adjunctions fΣ ⊣ f∆ in general, a
fact which we will emphasize by replacing the symbol Σ with ⊗. Consequently
the universal property is more complicated to state, and so we will need some
definitions.
Definition 35. Given a category E with chosen pullbacks, we may define the
category of lax Beck pairs on E , denoted LaxBeckPair (E ,C ). This category has
objects given by pairs of pseudofunctors
F⊗ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C
which agree on objects, equipped with, for each pullback square
•
g′

f ′
// •
g

•
F⊗f
′
//
⇓b
f′,g′
f,g
•
•
f
// • •
F⊗f
//
F∆g
′
OO
•
F∆g
OO
in E as on the left, a 2-cell as on the right (which we call a Beck 2-cell). The
collection of these Beck 2-cells comprise the “Beck data” denoted F b (or just b),
and are required to satisfy the following coherence conditions:
(1) (horizontal double pullback condition) for any double pullback
(4.1) •
f ′2 //
g′′

•
g′

f ′1 // •
g

•
f2
// •
f1
// •
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we have
∼=
•
F⊗f
′
2 //
F⊗(f ′1f
′
2)
$$
•
F⊗f
′
1 //
⇓b
f′′,g′′
f2,g
′ ⇓b
f′
1
,g′
f1,g
•
=
•
F⊗(f ′1f
′
2)
//
⇓b
f′
1
f′
2
,g′′
f1f2,g
•
•
F⊗f2
//
F∆g
′′
OO
F⊗(f ′1f
′
2)
::•
F⊗f1
//
F∆g
′
OO
•
F∆g
OO
•
F∆g
′′
OO
F⊗(f1f2)
// •
F∆g
OO
∼=
(2) (vertical double pullback condition) for any double pullback
(4.2) •
f ′′
//
g′2

•
g2

• f ′ //
g′1

•
g1

•
f
// •
we have
•
F⊗f
′′
//
⇓b
f′′,g′
2
f,′g2
• •
F⊗f
′′
//
⇓b
f′′,g′
1
g′
2
f,g1g2
•
∼= •
F∆g
′
2
OO
F⊗f
′ //
⇓b
f′,g′
1
f,g1
•
F∆g2
OO
∼= =
•
F⊗f
//
F∆g
′
1
OO
F∆(g′1g′2)
<<
•
F∆g1
OO
F∆(g1g2)
bb
•
F⊗f
//
F∆(g′1g′2)
OO
•
F∆(g1g2)
OO
(3) (horizontal nullary pullback condition) for any nullary pullback as on the
left below, the right pasting below is the identity
•
id

f
// •
id

∼=
•
F⊗(f)
//
⇓b
f,id
f,id
•
∼=
•
f
// • •
F⊗(f)
//
F∆(id)
OO
id
44
•
F∆(id)
OO
id
jj
(4) (vertical nullary pullback condition) for any nullary pullback as on the left
below, the right pasting below is the identity
∼=
•
g

id // •
g

• F⊗(id) //
⇓b
id,g
id,g
id

•
•
id
// • •
F∆g
OO
F⊗(id) //
id
CC •
F∆g
OO
∼=
We refer to these conditions as the Beck–Chevalley coherence conditions. A mor-
phism in this category
(
F⊗, F∆,
F
b
)
→
(
G⊗, G∆,
G
b
)
is a pair of icons α : F⊗ ⇒ G⊗
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and β : F∆ ⇒ G∆ such that for each pullback square as on the left below
(4.3) •
g′

f ′
// •
g

F⊗f
′ · F∆g
′
F
b
f′,g′
f,g

αf′∗βg′
// G⊗f
′ ·G∆g
′
G
b
f′,g′
f,g

•
f
// • F∆g · F⊗f
βg∗αf
// G∆g ·G⊗f
the right diagram commutes. The category BeckPair (E ,C ) is the subcategory of
LaxBeckPair (E ,C ) containing objects
(
F⊗, F∆,
F
b
)
such that every Beck 2-cell
in F b is invertible.
Before we can state the universal property, we will need to describe how lax Beck
pairs arise from suitable functors out of Spaniso (E).
Definition 36. Let E be a category with pullbacks (chosen such that identities
pullback to identities) and let C be a bicategory. Then the category
Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )
has objects given by those gregarious functors of bicategories Spaniso (E) → C
which restrict to pseudofunctors when composed with the canonical embeddings
(−)⊗ : E → Spaniso (E) and (−)∆ : E → Spaniso (E). Moreover, we require that
each oplax constraint
(4.4) F
(
•
t

❅❅
❅s
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
→ F
(
•
id

❅❅
❅s
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
;F
(
•
t

❅❅
❅id
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
be invertible. The morphisms of this category are icons.
Proposition 37. Let E be a category with pullbacks (chosen such that identities
pullback to identities) and let C be a bicategory. We then have a functor
(−)⊗∆ : Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )→ LaxBeckPair (E ,C )
defined by the assignment taking such a gregarious functor F : Spaniso (E)→ C to
the pair of pseudofunctors
F⊗ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C
equipped with Beck data F b given by, for each pullback square as on the left below
(with the chosen pullback on the right below)
•
g′

f ′
// •
g

•
g˜

f˜
// •
g

•
f
// • •
f
// •
the composite of:
(1) the inverse of an oplax constraint cell
F
(
•
id

❅❅
❅g′
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
;F
(
•
f ′

❅❅
❅id
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
→ F
(
•
f ′

❅❅
❅g′
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
(2) the application of F to the induced isomorphism of pullbacks
F
(
•
f ′

❅❅
❅g′
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
→ F
(
•
f˜

❅❅
❅g˜
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
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(3) the oplax constraint cell
F
(
•
f˜

❅❅
❅g˜
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
→ F
(
•
f

❅❅
❅id
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
;F
(
•
id

❅❅
❅g
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
Proof. We must check the Beck 2-cells defined as above satisfy the required coher-
ence conditions. The nullary conditions on the Beck 2-cells are trivially equivalent
to the nullary conditions on the constraints of F . To see the “horizontal double
pullback condition” holds, we note that since F : Spaniso (E)→ C is normal oplax,
we have a resulting natural transformation
N (F ) : N (Spaniso (E))→ N (C )
where the functor N : Bicat → [∆op,Set] is given by the geometric nerve [16]. In
particular (as in [3]), on 2-simplices the assignment
•
b

❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂ •
Fb

❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂❂
❂
7→
•
c
//
a
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
α
KS
• •
Fc
//
Fa
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
Fα
KS
•
(where Fα is Fα composed with the appropriate oplax constraint cell) satisfies the
condition that
• // •

• //
&&◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆ •

α
KS
β
[c❄❄
=
γ
KS
δ ;C⑧⑧
• //
OO 88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
• • //
OO
•
implies that
• // •

• //
&&◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆ •

Fα
KSFβ
[c❄❄
=
Fγ
KS
Fδ ;C⑧⑧
• //
OO 88qqqqqqqqqqqqqq
• • //
OO
•
Now consider the three spans
•
f2

❅❅
❅id
⑦⑦
⑦
•
f1

❅❅
❅id
⑦⑦
⑦
•
id

❅❅
❅g
⑦⑦
⑦
• • • • • •
which we denote by shorthand as (1, f2), (1, f1) and (g, 1) respectively (where f1, f2
and g are as in (4.1)). Applying the above implication to the equality below, where
each of the four regions contains a canonical isomorphism or equality of spans
•
(1,f1)
// •
(g,1)

•
(1,f1)
//
(g′,f ′1)
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆
•
(g,1)

=
•
(g′′,f ′1f
′
2)
//
(1,f2)
OO
(1,f1f2)qqqqqq
88qqqqqq
• •
(g′′,f ′1f
′
2)
//
(1,f2)
OO
•
then gives the horizontal double pullback condition (after composing with the ap-
propriate pseudofunctoriality constraints of FΣ and constraints of the form (4.4)).
The proof of the vertical condition is similar. Finally, it is clear the canonical assig-
nation on morphisms is well defined, and the assignment given by composing with
the canonical embeddings is trivially functorial. 
We can now state the universal property of Spaniso (E).
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Theorem 38. Given a category E with chosen pullbacks (chosen such that identities
pullback to identities), the functor (−)⊗∆ of Proposition 37 defines the equivalence
of categories
Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C ) ≃ LaxBeckPair (E ,C )
which restricts to the equivalence
Icon (Spaniso (E) ,C ) ≃ BeckPair (E ,C )
for any bicategory C .
4.2. Proving the universal property. We prove Theorem 38 directly, as the
properties of generic bicategories cannot be used here. Also, for simplicity we as-
sume without loss of generality that C is a 2-category and that the gregarious
functors in question strictly preserve identities. This is justified since every bicate-
gory is equivalent to a 2-category and every normal oplax functor is isomorphic to
one which preserves identity 1-cells strictly.
Proof of Theorem 38. We start by proving the first universal property. We must
prove that the functor
(−)⊗∆ : Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )→ LaxBeckPair (E ,C )
defines an equivalence of categories.
Essentially Surjective. Given such a pair FΣ and F∆ with Beck data b we
may define local functors
LX,Y : Spaniso (E)X,Y → CX,Y , X, Y ∈ E
by the assignment (suppressing pseudofunctoriality of FΣ and F∆)
E
s
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
f

t
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
FE
F⊗f
$$■
■■
■■
■
X Y 7→ FX
F∆u// FM
F∆f
::✈✈✈✈✈✈
F⊗1 $$
■■
■■
■■
⇓b
f,f
1,1 FM
F⊗v
// FY
M
u
aa❇❇❇❇❇ v
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
FM
F∆1
::✈✈✈✈✈✈
which is functorial by the Beck coherence conditions. An oplax constraint cell
L
(
•
qv′

❅❅
❅up′
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
→ L
(
•
v

❅❅
❅u
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
;L
(
•
q

❅❅
❅p
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
)
is given by (suppressing pseudofunctoriality of F⊗ and F∆)
•
F⊗v
′

❅❅
❅❅
❅
•
F∆u// •
F∆p
′ ??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
FΣv 
❅❅
❅❅
❅ ⇓b
v′,p′
v,p •
F⊗q
// •
•
F∆p
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
That these constraints satisfy the identity conditions trivially follows from the
unit condition on the Beck 2-cells. For the associativity condition, suppose we are
given diagrams of chosen pullbacks as below, with p the induced isomorphism of
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generalized pullbacks, that is the associator for the triple (a, b) , (c, d) , (e, f)),
X
p

X
i
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
j
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ Y
m
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ n
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆
•
g
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ h
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
= •
k
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤ ℓ

❅❅
❅❅
❅
•
b

❅❅
❅❅
❅
a
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
d
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇c
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
•
f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
e
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
b

❅❅
❅❅
❅
a
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
d
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇c
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
•
f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
e
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
• • • • • • • •
Then we must check that
L (agi, fj)
Lp

ϕ
// L (ag, dh) ;L (e, f)
ϕ
// (L (a, b) ;L (c, d)) ;L (e, f)
L (am, fℓn)
ϕ
// L (a, b) ;L (ck, fℓ)
ϕ
// L (a, b) ; (L (c, d) ;L (e, f))
commutes. The top path is a pasting of Beck 2-cells corresponding9 to the left
diagram in (4.5) below, and the bottom path is the pasting of Beck 2-cells cor-
responding to the right diagram in (4.5) below (suppressing pseudofunctoriality
constraints of FΣ and F∆) which are equal by the Beck coherence conditions.
(4.5)
•
p
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ p

❅❅
❅❅
❅
•
i
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ np

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
id ❅
❅❅
❅❅ip−1
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
id⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ n

❅❅
❅❅
❅
•
g
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ h

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
ℓ

❅❅
❅❅
❅
k
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
= •
g
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
id ❅
❅❅
❅❅
•
ip−1
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ n

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
ℓ

❅❅
❅❅
❅
id⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
b

❅❅
❅❅
❅
a
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
d

❅❅
❅❅
❅
c
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
e
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
id 
❅❅
❅❅
❅ •g
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ h

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
k
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦ ℓ

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
id⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
• • • • •
b

❅❅
❅❅
❅
a
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
d

❅❅
❅❅
❅
c
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
•
f

❅❅
❅❅
❅
e
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
• • • •
For checking the oplax constraint cells are natural, consider a pair of morphisms of
spans
•
s
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
f

t

❅❅
❅❅
❅ •
m
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
g

n

❅❅
❅❅
❅
• • • •
•
u
__❅❅❅❅❅ v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
•
p
__❅❅❅❅❅ q
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
We must check the commutativity of
L (sm′, nt′)
L(f ;g)

ϕ
// L (s, t) ;L (m,n)
Lf ;Lg

L (up′, qv′)
ϕ
// L (u, v) ;L (p, q)
9By “corresponding” we mean that one assigns each pullback square in (4.5) to the Beck data
for that square, as in Definition 35.
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The top path of this diagram corresponds to a pasting of Beck 2-cells for the left
diagram below, and the bottom path corresponds to the pasting of Beck 2-cells
for the right diagram below. Hence the commutativity of this diagram amounts
to applying the Beck coherence conditions to the diagrams of pullbacks (which
compose to the same pullback)
•
t′ //
m′

•
g
//
g

•
1

•
h //
h

•
v′ //
1

•
1

•
p

1 // •
p

= •
1
//
p′

•
v′ //
p′

•
p

•
f

f
// •
v //
1

•
1 //
1

•
1

•
1
// •
v
// •
•
1
// •
v
// •
1
// •
where h is the morphism of spans arising from horizontally composing the mor-
phisms of spans f and g.
Inherited from Proposition 23 is the fact that all adjunctions in Spaniso (E) are
of the form (1, f) ⊣ (f, 1) up to isomorphism, where f must be invertible. To see
F is gregarious, meaning that this gives an adjunction FΣf ⊣ F∆f in C , note that
we may construct the unit and counit as the Beck 2-cells arising from the pullback
squares
•
1 //
1

•
f

•
f
//
f

•
1

•
f
// • •
1
// •
Fully Faithful. Suppose we are given two gregarious functors F,G : Spaniso (E)→
C along with their restrictions F⊗, G⊗ and F∆, G∆ and families of Beck 2-cells
F
b
and Gb.
We first check the assignment of icons is surjective. Suppose we are given icons
α : F⊗ → G⊗ and β : F∆ → G∆ such that (4.3) holds. Then we may define an icon
γ : F → G on each span (s, t) by
(4.6) F (s, t)
γs,t
//
ϕ

G (s, t)
ψ

F⊗t · F∆s
αt∗βs
// G⊗t ·G∆s
where ϕ and ψ are the appropriate oplax constraint cells (necessarily invertible
above). Now (4.3) forces γ to be locally natural, as it suffices to check naturality
on generating 2-cells, that is diagrams such as
•
f

❅❅
❅
f

f
⑦⑦
⑦
• •
•
1
??⑦⑦⑦1
__❅❅❅
with f invertible (this only needs trivial pullbacks corresponding to bf,f1,1 ). For
checking γ is an icon, the identity condition on γ is from that of α and β. The
composition condition is precisely (4.3).
We now check that the assignment of icons is injective. Suppose two given icons
σ, δ both restrict to icons α and β. Then since the icons σ and δ respect the
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composite of the spans
•
1

❅❅
❅s
⑦⑦
⑦
•
t

❅❅
❅1
⑦⑦
⑦
• • • •
both σ and δ must satisfy (4.6) (in place of γ) and so are equal.
Restrictions. It is clear from the above that the oplax constraints are invert-
ible precisely when the Beck data is invertible. 
5. Universal properties of polynomials with cartesian 2-cells
In this section we prove the universal property of the bicategory of polynomials
with cartesian 2-cells, denoted Polyc (E). We will keep the proof as analogous to
the case of spans as possible, though it still becomes somewhat more complicated.
5.1. Stating the universal property. This universal property of Polyc (E) turns
out to be an amalgamation of that of Span (E) and Spaniso (E); in particular to
give a pseudofunctor Polyc (E)→ C is to give a pair of pseudofunctors
Span (E)→ C , Spaniso (E)→ C
which “∆-agree” , that is coincide on objects and on spans of the form
Y X
1X //
f
oo X
with an additional condition asking that certain “distributivity morphisms” be in-
vertible. For the purposes of the proof we will give a slightly different but equivalent
description, for which we will need the following definitions.
Definition 39. Given a category E with chosen pullbacks, we may define the cate-
gory of lax Beck triples from E to a bicategory C , denoted LaxBeckTriple (E ,C ).
An object consists of a triple of pseudofunctors which agree on objects
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , F⊗ : E → C
such that FΣf ⊣ F∆f for all morphisms f in E , along with “Beck data” denoted by
F
b and consisting of for each pullback square
(5.1) •
g′

f ′
// •
g

•
F⊗f
′
//
⇓b
f′,g′
f,g
•
•
f
// • •
F⊗f
//
F∆g
′
OO
•
F∆g
OO
in E as on the left, a 2-cell as on the right subject to the binary and nullary Beck
coherence conditions as in Definition 35.
A morphism
(
FΣ, F∆, F⊗,
F
b
)
→
(
GΣ, G∆, G⊗,
G
b
)
in this category consists of
an invertible icon β : F∆ ⇒ G∆ and icon γ : F⊗ ⇒ G⊗ such that for each pullback
square in E as above, the diagram
(5.2) F⊗f
′ · F∆g
′
γf′∗βg′
//
F
b
f′,g′
f,g

G⊗f
′ ·G∆g
′
G
b
f′,g′
f,g

F∆g · F⊗f
βg∗γf
// G∆g ·G⊗f
commutes.
There are a number of conditions which may be imposed on a lax Beck triple;
these are defined as follows.
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Definition 40. We say a lax Beck triple
(
FΣ, F∆, F⊗,
F
b
)
from E to a bicategory
C is a Beck triple if both:
(1) the ∆⊗ condition holds; meaning each component of the Beck data bf
′,g′
f,g
is invertible;
(2) the Σ∆ condition holds; meaning each component of the FΣ-F∆ Beck data
is invertible10;
Furthermore, we say such a Beck triple is a distributive Beck triple if in addition:
(3) the Σ⊗ condition (distributivity condition) holds; meaning that for any
distributivity pullback in E as on the left below
(5.3)
•
q
//
p

•
r

•
F⊗q
//
⇓b
q,up′
f,r
•
FΣr

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
•
u

•
FΣu
⇓ηFu

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
id //
=
F∆p
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
•
F∆p
OO
⇓εFr •
•
f
// • •
F⊗f
//
F∆u
OO
•
F∆r
OO
id
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
the corresponding “distributivity morphism” (defined as the pasting on the
right above) is invertible.
.
In particular, we define a Beck triple to be a lax Beck triple such that both
conditions (1) and (2) hold, and a DistBeck triple to be a Beck triple also satisfy-
ing (3). We denote the corresponding subcategories of LaxBeckTriple (E ,C ) as
BeckTriple (E ,C ) and DistBeckTriple (E ,C ) respectively.
There are a number of canonical embeddings into Polyc (E) to mention; the
most obvious being the embeddings
(−)Σ : E → Polyc (E) , (−)∆ : E
op → Polyc (E) , (−)⊗ : E → Polyc (E)
which are defined on objects by sending an object of E to itself, and are defined on
each morphism in E by the assignments
(−)Σ : X
f
// Y 7→ X X
1Xoo
1X // X
f
// Y
(−)∆ : X
f
// Y 7→ Y X
f
oo
1X // X
1X // X
(−)⊗ : X
f
// Y 7→ Y X
f
//
1Xoo Y
1Y // Y
We also have the inclusion (−)Σ∆ : Span (E)→ Polyc (E) of spans into polynomials
given by the assignment
•
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
f

•
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
id //
f

•
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
f

• • 7→ • •
•
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
•
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
id
// •
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
10This is equivalent to asking the gregarious functor Span (E) → C resulting from FΣ be a
pseudofunctor.
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The less obvious embedding (−)∆⊗ : Spaniso (E) → Polyc (E) is the canonical
embedding of spans with invertible 2-cells into polynomials, given by the assignment
•
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
f

•
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
t //
f

•
id

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
id

• • 7→ • •
•
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
•
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
v
// •
id
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
where one must note the appropriate square is a pullback since f is invertible.
We will need to consider gregarious functors which restrict to pseudofunctors on
the embeddings we have just defined, and so we make the following definition.
Definition 41. Let E be a locally cartesian closed category, let C be a bicategory
and form the category Greg (Polyc (E) ,C ). We define Greg⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C ) as
the subcategory of gregarious functors F : Polyc (E) → C such that the restric-
tion F⊗ : E → C is pseudo. Define GregΣ∆,∆⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C ) as the subcate-
gory of gregarious functors for which both restrictions FΣ∆ : Span (E) → C and
F∆⊗ : Spaniso (E)→ C are pseudo.
Remark 42. Note that a gregarious functor F : Polyc (E) → C automatically re-
stricts to pseudofunctors FΣ and F∆. This is why we have omitted these conditions.
Also note that oplax constraints of the form
F
 •s
⑦⑦
⑦
t // •
id

❅❅
❅
• •
→ F
 •s
⑦⑦
⑦
id // •
id

❅❅
❅
• •
 ;F
 •id
⑦⑦
⑦
t // •
id

❅❅
❅
• •

are automatically invertible by gregariousness.
Definition 43. Given a category E with pullbacks, we define
Greg (Span (E) ,C )×∆Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )
to be the full subcategory of
Greg (Span (E) ,C )×Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )
consisting of pairs H : Span (E) → C and K : Spaniso (E) → C which coincide on
objects and on spans of the form
Y X
1X //
f
oo X
Noting that this forces HΣf ⊣ H∆f = K∆f for all morphisms f in E , we denote
by Ξ the assignment of such a H and K to the lax Beck triple
HΣ : E → C , K∆ : E
op → C , K⊗ : E → C
with K∆-K⊗ Beck data
K
b given by Proposition 37.
We now have enough to state the universal property of polynomials.
Theorem 44 (Universal Properties of Polynomials: Cartesian Setting). Given a
locally cartesian closed category E with chosen pullbacks and distributivity pullbacks,
denote by Υ the composite operation
Greg⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C )

Greg (Span (E) ,C )×∆Greg⊗,∆ (Spaniso (E) ,C )

LaxBeckTriple (E ,C )
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where the first operation is composition with the embeddings (−)Σ∆ and (−)∆⊗,
and the second operation is Ξ from Definition 43. Then Υ defines the equivalence
of categories
Greg⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C ) ≃ LaxBeckTriple (E ,C )
which restricts to the equivalence
GregΣ∆,∆⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C ) ≃ BeckTriple (E ,C )
and further restricts to the equivalence
Icon (Polyc (E) ,C ) ≃ DistBeckTriple (E ,C )
for any bicategory C .
Remark 45. There are five other equivalences of categories since each of the three
independent conditions Σ∆, ∆⊗ and Σ⊗ of Definition 40 may or may not be
enforced (giving a total of eight conditions). However, as the three above appear
to be the most useful, we will not mention the others.
5.2. Proving the universal property. Before proving Theorem 44 we will need
to show that given a lax Beck triple E → C one may reconstruct an oplax functor
Polyc (E) → C . The following lemma and subsequent propositions describe this
construction. Also note that we are keeping the proof as similar as possible to the
case of spans, starting with the below lemma which is the analogue of Lemma 29.
Lemma 46. Let E be a locally cartesian closed category seen as a locally discrete 2-
category, and let C be a bicategory. Suppose we are given a lax Beck triple consisting
of pseudofunctors
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , F⊗ : E → C
and Beck 2-cells b. We may then define local functors
LX,Y : Polyc (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
by the assignment T → FT on objects, and
E
s
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
p
//
f

pb
B
t
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
g

E
F⊗p
//
⇓b
B
FΣt
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
X Y 7→ X
F∆s
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
F∆u !!
❇❇
❇❇
❇⇓α ⇓γ Y
M
q
//
u
aa❇❇❇❇❇
N
v
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
M
F⊗q
//
F∆f
OO
N
FΣv
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
F∆g
OO
on morphisms, where α is the mate of the isomorphism on the left below
FE
1FE //
FΣs

∼=
FE
FΣu·FΣf

FB
FΣt //
FΣg

∼=
FY
1FY

FX
1FX
// FX FN
FΣv
// FY
under the adjunctions FΣs ⊣ F∆s and FΣu ·FΣf ⊣ F∆f ·F∆u, γ is the mate of the
isomorphism on the right above under the adjunctions FΣg ⊣ F∆g and 1FY ⊣ 1FY ,
and bp,fq,g (simply denoted b for convenience) is the component of the Beck data at
the given pullback.
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Proof. The local functor LX,Y sends the components of the composite
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
//
f

B
t
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

X M q //uoo
h

N v //
k

Y
T
r
//
m
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
S
n
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
to the top and bottom halves of the pasting diagram below:
FE
F⊗p
//
⇓b
FB
⇓γ1
FΣt
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
FX
⇓α1
F∆s
;;①①①①①①①①
F∆u //
F∆m
⇓α2
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ FM
F∆f
OO
F⊗q //
⇓b
FN
F∆g
OO
FΣv // FY
FT
F⊗r
//
F∆h
OO
FS
F∆k
OO
FΣn
⇓γ2
<<①①①①①①①①
To see this is functorial, we insert an unlabeled constraint of F∆ and its inverse on
both the left and right side of the above diagram, giving the pasting below
FE
id // FE
id // FE
F⊗p
//
⇓b
FB
id // FB
id // FB
⇓γ1
FΣt
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
FX
⇓α1
F∆s
;;①①①①①①①①
F∆u //
F∆m
⇓α2
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋ FM
F∆f
OO
∼= ∼= FM
F∆f
OO
F⊗q //
⇓b
FN
F∆g
OO
∼= ∼= FN
F∆g
OO
FΣv // FY
FT
id
//
F∆h
OO
FT
id
//
F∆hf
OO
FT
F⊗r
//
F∆h
OO
FS
F∆k
OO
id
// FS
F∆kg
OO
id
// FS
F∆k
OO
FΣn
⇓γ2
<<①①①①①①①①
and then apply the vertical double pullback condition on Beck data and use func-
toriality of mates. This shows that the above diagram is LX,Y applied to the
composite. That the identity maps are preserved is similar to the case of spans,
but using the vertical nullary pullback condition on Beck 2-cells b. 
As in the case of spans, it will be helpful to recall the reduced description of an
oplax structure on local functors out of the bicategory of polynomials.
Proposition 47. [18] Let E be a locally cartesian closed category and denote by
Polyc (E) the bicategory of polynomials in E with cartesian 2-cells. Let C be a
bicategory. Then to give an oplax functor
L : Polyc (E)→ C
is to give a locally defined functor
LX,Y : Polyc (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
with comultiplication and counit maps
Φs,p1,h,p2,t : L (s, p, t)→ L (s, p1, h) ;L (h, p2, t) , Λh : L (h, 1, h)→ 1LX
for every respective diagram in E
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
p1 // T
h

p2 // B
t
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅ T
h
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
id // T
h
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X Y Z X X
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where we assert p = p1; p2 on the left, such that:
(1) for any morphisms of polynomials as below
R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
f

q
// I
v
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
f

q1 // S
k

❅❅
❅❅
❅
c

S
k
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
c

q2 // I
v
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

X Z X Y Y Z
E
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
p
// B
t
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
E
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
p1
// T
h
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
h
__❅❅❅❅❅
p2
// B
t
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
we have the commuting diagram
L (u, q, v)
L(f,g)

Φu,q1,k,q2,v // L (u, q1, k) ;L (k, q2, v)
L(f,c);L(c,g)

L (s, p, t)
Φs,p1,h,p2,t
// L (s, p1, h) ;L (h, p2, t)
(2) for any morphism of polynomials as on the left below
R
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
f

id //
pb
R
s

❃❃
❃❃
❃
f

L (s, 1, s)
L(f,f)
//
Λs

✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
L (t, 1, t)
Λt
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
X Z
T
t
__❅❅❅❅❅
id
// T
t
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
1LX
the diagram on the right above commutes;
(3) for all diagrams of the form
O
s
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
a // G
b //
h

H
c //
k

K
t
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
W X Y Z
in E, we have the commuting diagram
L (s, a; b; c, t)
Φs,a,h,b;c,t

L (s, a; b; c, t)
Φs,a;b,k,c,t

L (s, a, h) ;L (h, b; c, t)
L(s,a,h);Φh,b,k,c,t

L (s, a; b, k) ;L (k, c, t)
Φs,a,h,b,k ;L(k,c,t)

L (s, a, h) ; (L (h, b, k) ;L (k, c, t)) assoc
// (L (s, a, h) ;L (h, b, k)) ;L (k, c, t)
(4) for all polynomials (s, p, t) the diagrams
L (s, 1, s) ;L (s, p, t)
Λs;L(s,p,t)
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
L (s, p, t)
unitor
//
Φs,1,s,p,t
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
1LX ;L (s, p, t)
L (s, p, t) ;L (t, 1, t)
L(s,p,t);Λt
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
L (s, p, t)
unitor
//
Φs,p,t,1,t
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
L (s, p, t) ; 1LY
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commute.
We now prove that the locally defined functor L above may be endowed with an
oplax structure.
Lemma 48. Let E be a locally cartesian closed category seen as a locally discrete
2-category, and let C be a bicategory. Suppose we are given a lax Beck triple
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , F⊗ : E → C
with Beck 2-cells b. Then the locally defined functor
LX,Y : Polyc (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
as in Lemma 46 canonically admits the structure of an oplax functor.
Proof. By Proposition 47, to equip the locally defined functor L with an oplax struc-
ture is to give comultiplication maps Φs,p1,h,p2,t : L (s, p, t)→ L (s, p1, h) ;L (h, p2, t)
and counit maps Λh : L (h, 1, h) → 1LX for all diagrams of the respective forms,
where p = p2p1,
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
p1
// T
h

p2
// B
t
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
T
h
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
id // T
h
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X Y Z X X
satisfying naturality, associativity, and unitary conditions. To do this, we take each
Φs,p1,h,p2,t to be the pasting
∼=
FX
F∆s // FE
F⊗p1
//
F⊗p

FT
FΣh //
1FT

FY
F∆h //
⇓ηFh
FT
F⊗p2
// FB
FΣt // FZ
and each Λh to be the pasting
FT
F⊗1T
((
1FT
88
∼= FT
FΣh
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
FX 1FX //
F∆h
<<②②②②②②②②
⇓εFh
FX
Associativity of comultiplication is almost trivial; indeed, given a diagram of the
form
O
s
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
a // G
b //
h

H
c //
k

K
t
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆
W X Y Z
both paths in the associativity of comultiplication condition compose to
∼=
FW
F∆s // FO
F⊗a
//
F⊗cba
$$
FG
FΣh//
1FG

FX
F∆h//
⇓ηFh
FG
F⊗b
// FH
FΣk //
1FH

FY
F∆k//
⇓ηFk
FH
F⊗c
// FK
FΣt // FZ
by associativity of the constraints of F⊗. The unitary axioms are also almost trivial,
a consequence of the triangle identities for an adjunction and the unitary axioms
on F⊗.
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For the naturality condition, suppose we are given a triple of cartesian morphisms
of polynomials
R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
f

q
// I
v
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

R
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
f

q1 // S
k

❅❅
❅❅
❅
c

S
k
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
c

q2 // I
v
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

X Z X Y Y Z
E
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
p
// B
t
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
E
s
``❆❆❆❆❆
p1
// T
h
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
T
h
__❅❅❅❅❅
p2
// B
t
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
and consider the diagram
L (u, q, v)
L(f,g)

Φu,q1,k,q2,v // L (u, q1, k) ;L (k, q2, v)
L(f,c);L(c,g)

L (s, p, t)
Φs,p1,h,p2,t
// L (s, p1, h) ;L (h, p2, t)
Now the top composite is
∼=
FR F⊗q1 //
F⊗q
%%
FS 1FR //
FΣk
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓ηFk
FS F⊗q2 // FI
FΣv
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
FX
F∆u①①①
<<①①①
F∆s
❋❋
❋
""❋
❋❋
⇓ ⇓b ⇓ FY
F∆h
❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
⇓
F∆k②②②
<<②②②
⇓b ⇓ FZ
FE F⊗p1 //
F∆f
OO
FT
FΣh②②②
<<②②②
F∆c
OO
FT
F∆c
OO
F⊗p2 // FT
FΣt②②②
<<②②②
F∆g
OO
where the unlabeled 2-cells are as in Lemma 46, and one may rewrite the pasting
of the three middle triangles above as an “identity square” and pasting with ηFh.
It follows that this is equal to the bottom composite given by the pasting
FR F⊗q //
⇓b
FI
FΣv
❊❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊❊
FX
F∆s
❊❊❊
❊
""❊
❊❊
❊
F∆u②②②②
<<②②②②
⇓ ⇓ FZ
FE
F⊗p1##
F⊗p //
F∆f
OO
∼=
FB
F∆g
OO
FΣt②②②②
<<②②②②
FT 1FT //
FΣh##
⇓ηFh
FT
F⊗p2
;;
FY
F∆h
;;
using the horizontal binary axiom on elements of b; thus showing naturality of
comultiplication. Naturality of counits is similar to the case of spans (except that
one must use the horizontal nullary axiom on elements of b) and so will be omitted.

It will be useful to have a description of the oplax constraint cells ϕ corresponding
to our comultiplication maps Φ. This is described by the following lemma.
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Lemma 49. Let the oplax functor L : Polyc (E) → C be constructed as in Propo-
sition 48. Then the binary oplax constraint cell on L at a composite of polynomials
constructed as below
(5.4) H
p1 //
w
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
pb
M
x}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
y !!❇
❇❇
❇❇
p2 // K
z
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
pb
A
a
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥
m // B
b
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
C
c
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
n // D
d
  
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X Y Z
is given by the pasting
(5.5)
∼=
FH F⊗p1 //
F⊗p
&&
FM 1FM //
FΣh
❋❋
❋
##❋
❋❋
⇓ηFh
FM F⊗p2 // FK
FΣdz
❋❋
❋
""❋
❋❋
FX
F∆aw①①①
<<①①①
F∆a
❋❋
❋
""❋
❋❋
⇓ ⇓b ⇓ FY
F∆c
❋❋
❋
##❋
❋❋
⇓
F∆h①①①
;;①①①
⇓b ⇓ FZ
FA F⊗m //
F∆w
OO
FB
FΣb①①①
;;①①①
F∆x
OO
FC
F∆y
OO
F⊗n // FD
F∆z
OO
FΣd②②②
<<②②②
where p = p2p1 and h = bx = cy.
Proof. Given composable polynomials (a,m, b) and (c, n, d) the composite is given
by the terminal diagram as in (5.4) . We then have an induced diagonal
δac′,h,db′ : (aw, p, dz)→ (aw, p1, h) ; (h, p2, dz)
and morphisms (w, x) : (aw, p1, h)→ (a,m, b) and (y, z) : (h, p2, dz)→ (c, n, d) for
which
(a,m, b) ; (c, n, d)
δac′,h,db′
// (aw, p1, h) ; (h, p2, dz)
(w,x);(y,z)
// (a,m, b) ; (c, n, d)
is the identity on (a,m, b) ; (c, n, d). It follows that the binary oplax constraint cell
corresponding to the comultiplication maps Φ, namely
ϕ(a,m,b),(c,n,d) : L ((a,m, b) ; (c, n, d))→ L (a,m, b) ;L (c, n, d)
is given by (5.5). 
We now know enough for a complete proof of the universal properties of the
polynomials with cartesian 2-cells.
Proof of Theorem 44. We consider the assignment
Υ : Greg⊗ (Polyc (E) ,C )→ LaxBeckTriple (E ,C )
of Theorem 44, i.e. given a gregarious functor F : Polyc (E) → C which restricts
to a pseudofunctor when composed with (−)⊗, we extract, via Theorem 38, the
pseudofunctors FΣ, F∆ and F⊗ equipped with the Beck data b. This data defines
a lax Beck triple E → C .
Well defined. Given an icon α : F ⇒ G : Polyc (E)→ C we know α∆ : F∆ ⇒
G∆ is invertible, as it is a restriction of an icon αΣ∆ : FΣ∆ ⇒ GΣ∆ : Span (E)→ C
which is necessarily invertible by Lemma 34.
We start by proving the first universal property.
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Fully faithful. That the assignment α 7→ (α∆, α⊗) is bijective follows from
the fact the assignment αΣ∆ 7→ α∆ is bijective, and the necessary commutativity
of
(5.6) F (s, p, t)
ϕ
//
α(s,p,t)

F (s, 1, 1) ;F (1, p, 1) ;F (1, 1, t)
α(s,1,1);α(1,p,1);α(1,1,t)

G (s, p, t)
ψ
// G (s, 1, 1) ;G (1, p, 1) ;G (1, 1, t)
where ϕ and ψ must be invertible constraints since F and G are gregarious.
Again, that
(
α−1Σf
)∗
= α∆f is forced by Lemma 21 and one need only check that
any collection
αs,p,t : F (s, p, t)→ G (s, p, t)
satisfying this property and (5.6) necessarily defines an icon.
We omit the calculation showing α is locally natural. Indeed, this calculation is
almost the same as in the proof of Theorem 28, except we must interchange a Beck
2-cell with the components α∆ and α⊗ using the condition (5.2).
To see that such an α then defines an icon, note that each Φs,p1,h,p2,t may be
decomposed as the commuting diagram
F (s, p, t)
Φs,p1,h,p2,t //
Φs,p1,1,p2,t

F (s, p1, h) ;F (h, p2, t)
F (s, p1, 1) ;F (1, p2, t)
F (s,p1,1);Φ1,1,h,1,1 ;F (1,p2,t)
// F (s, p1, 1) ;F (1, 1, h) ;F (h, 1, 1) ;F (1, p2, t)
Φ−1
s,p1,1,1,h
;Φ−1
h,1,1,p2 ,t
OO
and so the commutativity of the diagram
F (s, p, t)
Φs,p1,h,p2,t //
αs,p,t

F (s, p1, h) ;F (h, p2, t)
αs,p1,h;αh,p2,t

G (s, p, t)
Ψs,p1,h,p2,t
// G (s, p1, h) ;G (h, p2, t)
amounts to checking that the pastings
⇓ϕ
⇓ηGh
•
G∆s
66
F∆s
((
⇓ •
G⊗p1
66
F⊗p1
((
⇓
F⊗p

•
GΣh
66
FΣh
((
⇓
id

•
G∆h
66
F∆h
((
⇓ •
G⊗p2
66
F⊗p2
((
⇓ •
GΣt
66
FΣt
((
⇓ •
and
⇓ψ
⇓α⊗
⇓ηGh
•
G∆s
66
F∆s
((
⇓ •
G⊗p1
//
G⊗p

F⊗p

•
GΣh
//
id

•
G∆h
// •
G⊗p2
// •
GΣt
66
FΣt
((
⇓ •
agree. This is almost the same calculation as in spans except here we must use that
α⊗ is an icon.
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Essentially surjective. Suppose we are given a lax Beck triple (FΣ, F∆, F⊗, b).
Then by Proposition 48, we get a normal oplax functor F : Polyc (E)→ C (which is
gregarious as a consequence Proposition 25, and clearly restricts to a pseudofunctor
on ⊗), and this constructed F clearly restricts to the same lax Beck triple when Υ
is applied.
We now prove the remaining two universal properties, seen as restrictions of the
first.
Restrictions. It is clear that for any Greg⊗ functor F : Polyc (E)→ C we may
write F ∼= F˜ where F˜ is given by sending F to its lax Beck triple and recovering a
map F˜ : Polyc (E)→ C under the above equivalence.
Also it is clear that F (or equivalently F˜ ) restricts to pseudofunctors on Σ∆ and
∆⊗ precisely when this lax Beck triple is a Beck triple. This is seen by using the
general expression for an oplax constraint cell (5.5) on composites of polynomials
(s, 1, t) ; (u, 1, v) and (s, t, 1) ; (u, v, 1).
Now as each oplax constraint cell may be constructed from “Beck composites”
as above and “distributivity composites” of the form (1, 1, u) ; (1, f, 1) (by the proof
of [9, Prop. 1.12]), it follows that asking F be pseudo corresponds to asking that,
in addition, the oplax constraint cells for composites (1, 1, u) ; (1, f, 1) be invertible.
But this is precisely the Σ⊗ distributivity condition. 
6. Universal properties of polynomials with general 2-cells
In this section we prove the universal property of the bicategory of polynomi-
als with general 2-cells, denoted Poly (E). As this bicategory is not generic, the
methods of the previous section do not directly apply. However, as composition in
Polyc (E) and Poly (E) is the same we can still apply some results of the previous
section to help prove this universal property.
6.1. Stating the universal property. The universal property of Poly (E) ends
up being simpler to state than that of Polyc (E) due to the existence of more ad-
junctions. To state this property we will first require a strengthening of the notions
of “sinister” and “Beck” pseudofunctors as described in Definition 18. For the fol-
lowing definition, recall that the categories of such pseudofunctors and invertible
icons are denoted Sin (E ,C ) and Beck (E ,C ) respectively.
Definition 50. Let E be a category with pullbacks, and let C be a bicategory. We
denote by 2Sin (E ,C ) the subcategory of Sin (E ,C ) consisting of pseudofunctors
F : E → C for which Ff has two successive right adjoints for every morphism
f ∈ E . We denote by 2Beck (E ,C ) the subcategory of 2Sin (E ,C ) consisting of
those pseudofunctors which in addition satisfy the Beck condition.
Remark 51. The above Beck condition is on the pair FΣ-F∆, but one could also ask
a Beck condition on the pair F∆-FΠ. The reason for not using the latter is that the
Beck 2-cells (arising from adjunctions F∆f ⊣ FΠf) are not in the direction required
for constructing a lax Beck triple, and are invertible if and only if the former Beck
2-cells are invertible.
The following lemma will be needed to describe a distributivity condition which
may be imposed on such pseudofunctors.
Lemma 52. Let E be a locally cartesian closed category seen as a locally discrete
2-category, and let C be a bicategory. Suppose F : E → C is a given 2-Beck pseudo-
functor, and for each morphism f ∈ E define FΣf := Ff , take F∆f to be a chosen
right adjoint of Ff (choosing F∆ to strictly preserve identities), and take FΠf to
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be a chosen right adjoint of F∆f (again choosing FΠ to strictly preserve identities).
We may then define a Beck triple with underlying pseudofunctors
FΣ : E → C , F∆ : E
op → C , FΠ : E → C
and for each pullback as on the left below, the mate of the middle isomorphism
below whose existence is asserted by the Beck condition
(6.1) •
g′

f ′
// •
g

•
FΣg
′

∼=
•
F∆f
′
oo
FΣg

•
FΠf
′
//
⇓b
f′,g′
f,g
•
•
f
// • • •
F∆f
oo •
FΠf
//
F∆g
′
OO
•
F∆g
OO
defining the Beck data as on the right above.
Proof. One needs to check that the defined Beck data satisfies the necessary coher-
ence conditions, but this trivially follows from functoriality of mates. Also, every
component of the Beck data bf
′,g′
f,g defined as in the above lemma must be invertible.
This is since an isomorphism of left adjoints must correspond to an isomorphism
of right adjoints under the mates correspondence. 
It will be useful to give the Beck triples arising this way a name, and so we make
the following definition.
Definition 53. We call a Beck triple E → C cartesian if for every morphism f ∈ E
there exists adjunctions FΣf ⊣ F∆f ⊣ FΠf and the ∆Π Beck data corresponds to
the Σ∆ data via the mates correspondence as in (6.1).
We may also ask that a cartesian Beck triple (or the corresponding 2-Beck func-
tor) satisfies a distributivity condition.
Definition 54. Given the assumptions and data of Lemma 52, we say a 2-Beck
pseudofunctor F : E → C satisfies the distributivity condition if the cartesian Beck
triple recovered from Lemma 52 satisfies the distributivity condition of Definition
40 (meaning this cartesian Beck triple is a DistBeck triple).
Similar to the case of Polyc (E), we again have embeddings
(−)Σ : E → Poly (E) , (−)∆ : E
op → Poly (E) , (−)Π : E → Poly (E)
The main difference here is that with these embeddings we have triples of adjunc-
tions fΣ ⊣ f∆ ⊣ fΠ for every morphism f ∈ E .
Trivially we have the inclusion (−)Σ∆ : Span (E)→ Poly (E) of spans into poly-
nomials given by the assignment
•
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
f

•
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
id // •
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
• • 7→ • •
f

id //
id
OO
•
f

•
•
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
•
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
id
// •
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
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The less obvious embedding (−)∆Π : Span (E)
co
→ Poly (E) is the canonical em-
bedding of spans with reversed 2-cells into polynomials, given by the assignment
•
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
•
s
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
t // •
id

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
• • 7→ • •
id

v //
f
OO
•
id

•
•
v
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
f
OO
•
u
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
v
// •
id
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
We now have enough to state the universal property of polynomials.
Theorem 55 (Universal Properties of Polynomials: General Setting). Given a lo-
cally cartesian closed category E with chosen pullbacks and distributivity pullbacks,
composition with the canonical embedding (−)Σ : E → Poly (E) defines the equiva-
lence of categories
Greg (Poly (E) ,C ) ≃ 2Beck (E ,C )
which restricts to the equivalence
Icon (Poly (E) ,C ) ≃ DistBeck (E ,C )
for any bicategory C .
Remark 56. One might ask if there is a universal property without the Beck con-
dition being required. The problem is that if the restrictions to Span (E) and
Span (E)
co
are only required gregarious, but not pseudo, we do not have a canoni-
cal way to construct the necessary ∆Π Beck data b, and so such a universal property
would be unnatural.
6.2. Proving the universal property. Before proving Theorem 55 we will need
to show how to reconstruct a gregarious functor Poly (E) → C from a 2-Beck
pseudofunctor E → C . The following proposition describes this construction.
Proposition 57. Let E be a locally cartesian closed category seen as a locally
discrete 2-category, and let C be a bicategory. Suppose F : E → C is a given 2-Beck
pseudofunctor, and for each morphism f ∈ E define FΣf := Ff , take F∆f to be a
chosen right adjoint of Ff (choosing F∆ to strictly preserve identities), and take
FΠf to be a chosen right adjoint of F∆f (again choosing FΠ to strictly preserve
identities). We may then:
(1) define a lax Beck triple as in Lemma 52;
(2) define a gregarious functor L : Polyc (E) → C satisfying the Σ∆ and ∆Π
Beck conditions;
(3) define local functors
L : Poly (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
assigning each general morphism of polynomials
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
// B
t
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X S
f

pe //
e
OO
B
g

Y
M
q
//
u
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
N
v
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
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to the pasting
FE
FΠp //
F∆e

⇓m
FB
FΣt
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
FX
F∆s
<<①①①①①①①①①
F∆u ""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
⇓α FS FΠpe //
⇓b
FB ⇓γ FY
FM
F∆f
OO
FΠq
// FN
F∆g
OO
FΣv
<<②②②②②②②②②
where of the diagrams
FS
1FS //
FΣs·FΣe

∼=
FS
FΣu·FΣf

FE
FΠp //
∼=
FB FB
FΣt //
FΣg

∼=
FY
1FY

FX
1FX
// FX FS FΠpe //
FΠe
OO
FB
1FB
OO
FN
FΣv
// FY
(a) α is constructed as the mate of the left diagram under the adjunctions
FΣs · FΣe ⊣ F∆e · F∆s and FΣu · FΣf ⊣ F∆f · F∆u;
(b) m is constructed as the mate of the middle diagram under the adjunc-
tions F∆e ⊣ FΠe and 1FB ⊣ 1FB;
(c) b is the component of the Beck data at the given pullback;
(d) γ is the mate of the isomorphism on the right above under the adjunc-
tions FΣg ⊣ F∆g and 1FY ⊣ 1FY .
(4) define a gregarious functor L : Poly (E)→ C .
Proof. We prove the different parts of the statement separately.
Part 1. See Lemma 52.
Part 2. It then follows from Theorem 44 that this cartesian Beck triple gives
rise to a gregarious functor L : Polyc (E) → C . The Σ∆ invertibility condition
translates to an ∆Π invertibility condition via the mates correspondence; an iso-
morphism of left adjoints must correspond to an isomorphism of right adjoints.
Therefore each component of the Beck data b is invertible.
Part 3. The goal here is to show that we have local functors
L : Poly (E)X,Y → CLX,LY , X, Y ∈ E
We first note, for well definedness, that given two general morphisms of polynomials
as below
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
// B
t

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
X S1
f1

pe1 //
e1
OO
B
g

Y ∼ X S2
f2

pe2 //
e2
OO
B
g

Y
M
q
//
u
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
N
v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
M
q
//
u
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
N
v
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
equivalent in that there exists an isomorphism ν : S1 → S2 such that f2ν = f1 and
e2ν = e1, it follows from a straightforward functoriality of mates calculation that
LX,Y assigns both morphisms of polynomials to equal pastings.
As local functoriality with respect to cartesian morphisms was shown in Lemma
46, local functoriality with respect to “triangle morphisms” is a straightforward
functoriality of mates calculation, and the case of a triangle morphism followed by
a cartesian morphism is almost by definition, it suffices to consider the case of a
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cartesian morphism followed by a triangle morphism (the only non trivial case to
consider).
Suppose we are given a composite of polynomial morphisms as on the left below
E
s
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
p
//
f

pb
B
t
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
g

E
s
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
p
// B
t
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
X M q //uoo N v // Y = X P
f ′

e′ //
e′
OO
pb
E
f

p
//
pb
B
g

Y
J
r
//
a
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
e
OO
N
b
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
J
e
//
a
``❅❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
M
q
// N
b
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
evaluated as the diagram on the right above. We must check that
(6.2) FE
FΠp //
⇓b
FB FE
FΠp //
⇓mF∆e
′

FB
FX
∼=
F∆s
44
F∆a
∼=
**
F∆u // FM FΠq //
F∆f
OO
⇓mF∆e

FN
F∆g
OO
= FX
F∆s
44
F∆a **
⇓α FP
⇓b
FΠpe
′ // FB
FJ
FΠr
// FN FJ
FΠr
//
F∆f
′
OO
FN
F∆g
OO
To see this, we paste both sides with the inverse of the b appearing on the right
above, and check that have an equality. Starting with the observation that the left
side pasted with this inverse is the left diagram below, we see
FE
FΠp //
⇓b
FB FE
FΠp //
=
FB
∼= FN
F∆g♥♥
66♥♥
⇓b−1
∼=
FX
F∆s
66
F∆a
((
F∆u // FM
FΠq♠♠
66♠♠
F∆f
OO
F∆e

⇓m
FE
FΠp
OO
= FX
F∆s
66
F∆a
((
F∆u // FM
F∆f
OO
F∆e

⇓η
id // FM
F∆f
//
⇓b−1
FE
FΠp
OO
∼= FM
FΠq
OO
F∆f♥♥
66♥♥
⇓b−1
∼=
FJ
F∆f
′
//
FΠe♠♠
66♠♠
FP
FΠe
′
OO
FJ
F∆f
′
//
FΠe✞✞✞✞
CC✞✞✞✞
FP
FΠe
′
OO
upon realizing m as a whiskering of a unit and canceling the b. Transferring the
unit along the mates correspondence gives the left diagram below
FE
FΠp //
=
FB FE
FΠp //
=
FB
∼= = ∼=
FX
F∆s
44
F∆a **
F∆u // FM
F∆f
OO
F∆e

F∆f //
∼=
FE
F∆e
′

id //
FΠp
OO
FE
FΠp
ii
= FX
F∆s
44
F∆a **
F∆u // FM
F∆f
OO
F∆e

F∆f //
∼=
FE
F∆e
′

FΠp
OO
⇓m
∼= ⇓η ∼=
FJ
F∆f
′
// FP
FΠe
′
GG
FJ
F∆f
′
// FP
FΠpe
′
ee
which is seen as the right diagram after writing the whiskering of the unit back in
terms of m. This is clearly the right side of (6.2) with the pasting of the 2-cell b
having been undone.
Part 4. The goal here is to show that this now defines a gregarious functor
L : Poly (E)→ C
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Now, as we already have a gregarious functor L : Polyc (E) → C , given by the
restriction of L to the cartesian setting, and composition of 1-cells Polyc (E) and
Poly (E) is defined the same way, it suffices to check that the oplax constraint data
ϕ, λ of L defines oplax constraint data on L. Indeed, ϕ and λ are already known to
satisfy the nullary and associativity axioms and so we need only check naturality
of the constraint data with respect to our larger class of 2-cells.
Taking θ : P → P ′′ and φ : Q → Q′′ to be general morphisms of polynomials,
canonically decomposed into triangle parts θt, φt and cartesian parts θc, φc, we note
that to see that the left diagram commutes below
L (P ;Q)
ϕP,Q
//
L(θ;φ)

LP ;LQ
Lθ;Lφ

L (P ;Q)
ϕP,Q
//
L(θt;φt)

LP ;LQ
Lθt;Lφt

L (P ′;Q′)
L(θc;φc)

ϕP ′,Q′
// LP ′;LQ′
Lθc;Lφc

L (P ′′;Q′)
ϕP ′′,Q′′
// LP ′′;LQ′′ L (P ′′;Q′)
ϕP ′′,Q′′
// LP ′′;LQ′′
it suffices to check that the top square in the right diagram commutes. This is since
the bottom square on the right commutes by naturality of the constraint data ϕ
with respect to L. To prove the commutativity of this square, it will be helpful to
decompose further into
L (P ;Q)
L(θt;Q)

ϕP,Q
// LP ;LQ
Lθt;LQ

L (P ′;Q)
L(P ′;φt)

ϕP ′,Q // LP ′;LQ
LP ′;Lφt

L (P ′;Q′)
ϕP ′,Q′
// LP ′;LQ′
and so we need only prove naturality for whiskerings of triangle morphisms.
We first check the naturality condition for right whiskerings of triangle mor-
phisms. The whiskering of such an x is constructed as the induced map x′ into the
pullback as in the diagram below
•
ℓ′

p′1
##
•
ℓ

p′2
//
x′
aa
•
e

// •

•
s1

p1

pb •
!!❈
❈❈u′
~~⑥⑥
⑥
dpb
E
p2 //
s2
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
x
``
B
t

❅❅
❅❅
pb M
q
//
u
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
N
v
  ❇
❇❇
❇
I J K
The naturality condition then amounts to checking that
•
FΠp
′
1 //
⇓b
• •
FΠp
′
1 //
⇓mF∆x
′

•
•
F∆s1ℓ
′
44
F∆s2 **
F∆s1 // • FΠp1 //
F∆ℓ
′
OO
⇓mF∆x

•
F∆u
′e
OO
= •
F∆s1ℓ
′
44
F∆s2 **
⇓α •
⇓b
FΠp
′
2
// •
•
FΠp2
// • •
FΠp2
//
F∆ℓ
OO
•
F∆u
′e
OO
which is similar to the calculation in (6.2).
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We now check left whiskerings of triangle morphisms, which is significantly more
complicated than the above situation. To simplify this calculation, we consider only
simpler triangle morphisms of the form x : (u1, 1, 1) → (u2, x, 1). It will turn out
that it suffices to consider only these simpler triangle morphisms.
To construct the left whiskering of the triangle morphism x by a polynomial we
first construct the two relevant composites of polynomials as below
• p′1 //
ℓ′1

•
t′1

u′1

id // •
t′1

•
ℓ′2

p′2
// •
e

k // •
r′2

•
t′2
❇
!!❇
u′2
⑥
~~⑥
•
u1

id

E p //
s⑧
⑧
⑧⑧
B
t
❅❅

❅❅
M x //
u2
⑥⑥
~~⑥⑥
x
OO
V
id
❅❅
  
❅❅
I J V
Now since we have a factorization of pullbacks as below
• y //
t′2

•
t′1

u′1
// •
t

=
• u′2 //
t′2

•
t

• x // • u1 // • • u2 // •
it follows that we have an induced cartesian morphism of polynomials
• h //
j

f
  
•
t′2

u′2

y //
m

•
g
}}
t′1

•
ℓ′2

p′2
// •
e

k // •
r′2

•
t′2
❇
!!❇
u′2
⑥
~~⑥
E p //
s⑧
⑧
⑧⑧
B
t
❅❅

❅❅
M x //
u2
⑥⑥
~~⑥⑥
V
id
❅❅
  ❅
❅
I J V
where h and j are the pullback of p with u′2. We then give the factorization of
pullbacks
•
h

α // •
p′1

ℓ′1
// •
=p

•
h

j // •
p

• y // • u′1 // • • u
′
2
// •
and see the morphism of polynomials resulting from this whiskering is given by
•
sℓ′1
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
p′1 // •
t′1

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
• •
f

yh //
α
OO
•
g

•
•
kp′2
//
sℓ′2
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
•
r′2
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
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The naturality condition then follows from seeing that, where z = u1t
′
1 = tu
′
1,
∼=
• FΠp′1 //
FΠp
′
1
""
• id //
FΣz
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅⇓ηFz
• FΠid // •
FΣt
′
1
❅❅
❅

❅❅❅
•
F∆sℓ
′
1⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆s
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
⇓ ⇓b ⇓ •
F∆u1
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
⇓
F∆z⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u2
$$
⇓b ⇓ •
• FΠp //
F∆ℓ
′
1
OO
•
FΣt⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u
′
1
OO
⇓ •
F∆t
′
1
OO
FΠid //
F∆x

⇓m
•
F∆t
′
1
OO
FΣid⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
⇓
•
FΠx
// •
FΣid
OO
is equal to the pasting, using an analogue of (6.2),
∼=
• FΠp′1 //
FΠp
′
1
""
• id //
FΣz
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅⇓ηFz
• FΠid //
F∆y

⇓m
•
FΣt
′
1
❅❅❅

❅❅❅
•
F∆sℓ
′
1⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆s
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
⇓ ⇓b ⇓ •
F∆z⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u2

⇓ • FΠy //
⇓b
• ⇓ •
• FΠp //
F∆ℓ
′
1
OO
•
FΣt⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u
′
1
OO
•
FΠx
//
F∆t
′
2
OO
•
FΣid
>>
F∆t
′
1
OO
which is equal to, where d = u2t
′
2e = tu
′
2e, noting dm = zy and u
′
2 = u
′
1y,
∼=
•
FΠp
′
1
""
F∆α

FΠp
′
1
//
⇓b−1
• id //
F∆y

=
• FΠid //
F∆y

⇓m
•
FΣt
′
1

• FΠh //
⇓b
• id //
=
• FΠy //
⇓b
•
⇓
• F∆sℓ′2 //
F∆s
!!
⇓
F∆sℓ
′
1
==
⇓
• FΠp′2 //
F∆f
OO
• id //
FΣd
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
F∆m
OO
⇓ηFd
• FΠk //
F∆m
OO
• FΣr′2 //
F∆g
OO
•
⇓b ⇓ •
F∆u2
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
⇓
F∆d⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
⇓b
⇓
• FΠp //
F∆ℓ
′
2
OO
•
FΣt⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u
′
2e
OO
•
F∆t
′
2e
OO
FΠx // •
F∆r
′
2
OO
FΣid
NN
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finally resulting in
⇓m
•
FΠp
′
1
""
F∆α

⇓b
•
FΣt
′
1

•
FΠyh
""
∼=
•
⇓
• F∆sℓ′2 //
F∆s
!!
⇓
F∆sℓ
′
1
==
⇓
• FΠp′2 //
FΠkp
′
2
""
F∆f
OO
• id //
FΣd
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅⇓ηFd
• FΠk // • FΣr′2 //
F∆g
OO
•
⇓b ⇓ •
F∆u2
❅❅
❅

❅❅
❅
⇓
F∆d⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
⇓b
⇓
• FΠp //
F∆ℓ
′
2
OO
•
FΣt⑧⑧⑧
??⑧⑧⑧
F∆u
′
2e
OO
•
F∆t
′
2e
OO
FΠx // •
F∆r
′
2
OO
FΣid
NN
Now, we wish to prove the naturality condition for any left whiskering of a general
triangle morphism, written P ; θt. This can be written as P ; (θx;R) for a simpler
triangle morphism x as above, and so we are trying to show region (1) commutes
below (suppressing associators in C )
L (P ; ((u1, 1, 1) ;R))
ϕ
//
L(P ;(θx;R))

(1)
LP ;L ((u1, 1, 1) ;R)
ϕ
//
LP ;L(θx;R)

(2)
LP ;L (u1, 1, 1) ;LR
LP ;Lθx;LR

L (P ; ((u2, x, 1) ;R)) ϕ
// LP ;L ((u2, x, 1) ;R) ϕ
// LP ;L (u2, x, 1) ;LR
We now note that for the commutativity of (1) it suffices to prove the outside
diagram above commutes, as both constraints ϕ are invertible in region (2) by gre-
gariousness, and region (2) is known to commute as naturality for right whiskerings
has been shown.
As associativity of the constraints has been verified, this is the same as showing
that the outside of
L ((P ; (u1, 1, 1)) ;R)
ϕ
//
L((P ;θx);R)

L (P ; (u1, 1, 1)) ;LR
ϕ
//
L(P ;θx);LR

LP ;L (u1, 1, 1) ;LR
LP ;Lθx;LR

L ((P ; (u2, x, 1)) ;R) ϕ
// L (P ; (u2, x, 1)) ;LR ϕ
// LP ;L (u2, x, 1) ;LR
commutes. But the left square commutes as naturality with respect to right whisker-
ings is known for both triangle and cartesian morphisms, and the right square above
commutes by naturality of left whiskerings of θx. This gives the result. 
We now have enough to complete the proof of Theorem 55.
Proof of Theorem 55. We consider the assignment of Theorem 55, i.e. composition
with the embedding (−)Σ : E → Poly (E) written as the assignment
Poly (E)
G
66
F
((
⇓ α C 7→ E
GΣ
66
FΣ
((
⇓ αΣ C
We start by proving the first universal property.
Well defined. That each icon is invertible is seen by restricting to spans and
applying Corollary 34.
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Fully faithful. That the assignment α 7→ αΣ is injective follows from the
necessary commutativity of
F (s, p, t)
ϕ
//
α(s,p,t)

F (s, 1, 1) ;F (1, p, 1) ;F (1, 1, t)
α(s,1,1);α(1,p,1);α(1,1,t)

G (s, p, t)
ψ
// G (s, 1, 1) ;G (1, p, 1) ;G (1, 1, t)
where ϕ and ψ are invertible by gregariousness, and the identities α∆f =
(
α−1Σf
)∗
and αΠf =
(
α−1∆f
)∗
forced by Lemma 21. For surjectivity, one need only check any
collection α consisting of 2-cells
αs,p,t : F (s, p, t)→ G (s, p, t)
satisfying these properties defines an icon. As composition is the same in Polyc (E),
the compatibility of the collection α with the oplax constraint cells is the same
calculation as in Section 5. Thus one need only check local naturality of α. As local
naturality with respect to the cartesian morphisms is already known, one need only
consider triangle morphisms. But local naturality with respect to triangle morphism
is almost the same calculation as in the case of spans; this is expected as the triangle
morphisms arise from the canonical embedding (−)∆Π : Span
co (E)→ Poly (E).
Essentially surjective. Given any 2-Beck pseudofunctor F : E → C we
take the gregarious functor L : Poly (E) → C from Proposition 57 and note that
LΣ = F .
We now deduce the second universal property.
Restrictions. The second property is a restriction of the first. Indeed, given
a pseudofunctor L : Poly (E) → C the corresponding pseudofunctor LΣ : E → C
satisfies the distributivity condition since LΣ is also the restriction of the pseud-
ofunctor L : Polyc (E) → C . Moreover, given a 2-Beck pseudofunctor F : E → C
which satisfies the distributivity condition, the corresponding map Poly (E) → C
is pseudo since the map Polyc (E) → C (with the same constraint data) arising
from the cartesian Beck triple is pseudo. 
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